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> PORCELANOSA COMPETITION
In 2012 Porcelanosa’s Interior Design
Department will hold the fifth edition of
its Architecture and Interior Design Prize.
Its aim is to foster creative professional
activity and the prize is the promotion
of – and the publicity for – the winning
work. The competition is divided into
two categories:
– Projects for the Future (for
professionals and students), which
will give an award to the project best
resolving the interior architecture
issue set forth in the competition rules – the layout
and interior architecture design for a 200 m² home
by the sea, exclusively using materials from Venis,
Porcelanosa, L’Antic Colonial, Urbatek by Ceranco,
Noken, Gamadecor and Systempool (including its
newest product, Krion®).
– Executed Projects, which will give awards to
work chiefly made with materials by the various
Porcelanosa Group’s firms and completed between
January 2010 and March 2012.
With regard to the rules for entering
the competition, prior registration on the
Porcelanosa Interiorismo website (www.
porcelanosa-interiorismo.com) is compulsory
and a form must be filled in and submitted.
The project itself must then be submitted
(as specified in the competition rules)
by ordinary mail by 7pm on 15 March
2012: Porcelanosa Interiorismo, L’Antic
C ol o n i a l , S . A ..,, Ct
C trr a . N a c io n a l 3 4 0 ,
km 54, 1254 0, Villareal, Castellón;
tel. +34 964 53 45 45.
The multidisciplinary jury that will assess
the winning projects will be made up of
Benedetta Tagliabue, Pascua Ortega,
Carlos Lamela, Manuel Torres and
Clodagh. The awards ceremony will take
place next 19 April 2012 in Madrid.

Premios Porcelanosa ING.indd 90
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> BOLOGNA-CERSAIE

An international
showcase
Once again, the Porcelanosa Group has taken part
in another edition of the annual Cersaie fair – the largest
international showcase of ceramics for architecture and
bathrooms. A total of 113,165 visitors attended this fiveday rendezvous, proof of the increase in the number of
international participants which make up 40% of its total
attendance. Bologna’s Fair of Ceramic Tile and Bathroom
Furnishings served as a luxurious showcase for the Group
to exhibit its new ideas for ceramic coverings, natural
materials and kitchen and bathroom equipment in a space
of over 400 m². Butech had its own space to exhibit the
latest advances in construction systems and technologies
and L’Antic Colonial made the most of the occasion
to present its Spirit collection, jointly developed with the
A-cero studio, directed by architects Joaquín Torres and
Rafael Llamazares. /

Some details of the
exhibition space presented
by the Porcelanosa Group
in Cersaie, in which some of
its new ideas can be seen;
the Gamadecor’s G690
model kitchen, with a Krion®
worktop and the Black &
White Lounge basin, by
Noken.
LEFT The L’Antic Colonial
space with elements from
their Spirit collection
by A-Cero, as well as new
ideas in ceramics, wood
and stone.

Bolonia ING.indd 90
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> PORCELANOSA NEWS DESIGN

An aquarium growing out of the wall

THE VALUE OF
CONTENT

coming to life at nightfall, thanks to the lighting
provided by low-consumption LED screens.
Thus, this façade – of a huge aquarium –
becomes a frame that grows, making way
for some unusual characters that can be
seen from the street. Miguel Ángel Santa
Ibáñez was the architect entrusted with the
renovation of the building. The project is a
part of the actions carried out by the triBall
retailers association whose objective is to
regenerate a district in the heart of Madrid
that had become run-down.

Where does the essence of the
timeless lie? Why do some objects
gain value as time goes by while
others are forgotten as they become
obsolete? How to win the heart of the
observer?
To combine shapes, volumes,
proportions, colours, materials and
textures often leads us to a fragile
surprise, with no essence or spirit.
Only through a deep understanding
of the values that drive consumers
can those who feel we are designers
decipher the keys to the questions we
continually ask ourselves. Only via
Photos: Álvaro Fernández Prieto.

Santiago Morilla is the designer of the façade
which decorates the entrance of the Madrid
venue, Mui, a bar that has brought back to the
capital the tradition
of serving tapas.
The hand-drawn
façade – 400
blue felt-tip pens
were needed –
is complete with
vinyl panels that
cover the windows

JORDI MILÁ

DESIGNER

WISDOM TREE SHELF UNIT Designer Jordi
Milà is the designer of this piece inspired by
the astonishing shapes of Nature. Wisdom
Tree is available in three colours – red,
white and black – and its branches hold
around 100 books. Functional and
decorative at the same time, its
entwined shapes can be put against
the wall and are also perfect for
dividing spaces. It has seven brackets
covered in leather and the main
structure is acetate lacquered wood.
In addition, this character-filled shelf
unit comes endowed with a prize.
At the last INDEX exhibition,
held in Dubai, it won the ‘Best
in the Show’ award, and from
then onwards, the brand Jordi
Milà Barcelona has expanded
internationally, with distributors
in New York, São Paulo, Dubai,
Russia and France.

NEWSdiseño19 ING.indd 14

such an understanding can
the kind of content which
generates deep emotional
bonds for the consumer be
imbued into the product.
Only through knowledge
can meaning be imbued
into an object.
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> PORCELANOSA NEWS INTERIOR DESIGN

The latest news from Casa Decor Barcelona
Group were selected to breathe life into
their ideas: Jordi Veciana used Krion®
for the reception desk and ticket office;
Pía Capdevila included natural parquet by
L’Antic Colonial in her design for the 170m² café-restaurant; the art gallery was
decorated by Mariví González who decided
on ceramic coverings made by the Group
for the lobby and hallways; Ferran Blanco
opted for a high-performance technical
flooring for his lounge, and Rafael del
Castillo used ceramic flooring imitating
wood in the study-living room.

DIAPHANOUS
HOMES

Photos: Nacho Uribe Salazar.

Last December, Casa Decor Barcelona
2011 closed its doors after having enjoyed a
high number of visitors both from the general
and specialist public. The space chosen for
the event on this occasion for the creation
of the “modern interior design showcase” – a
benchmark in the sector – was the beautiful
and historic Casa Antoni Bonay. A total of
40 rooms were transformed by more than
120 specialists, including decorators, interior
designers, architects, designers, landscape
architects and a variety of artists – and this
year, once again, products from the Porcelanosa

HÉCTOR RUIZ-VELÁZQUEZ

ARCHITECT

A RETAKE ON THE PERSIAN RUG At Maison & Objet
in Paris, the Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec brothers
presented their new Losanges collection, designed for the
Catalan firm Nani Marquina. It is all about reinterpreting
the traditional Persian rug using the ancient kilim
technique. The piece in the photograph
combines 13 colours throughout its
geometric rhomboid shape, a hefty
challenge for the craftsmen of
Northern Pakistan. A design
of simple and elegant
lines and a statement
of quality for our
floors.

NEWS interiorismo ING.indd 14

Globalisation is on the doorstep
of our homes. Little by little, houses
are becoming unique places where
time and space can be seamlessly
enjoyed together. Rituals, both
shared and not rigidly defined, fill
our daily lives with flexible and
varied experiences.
We must start to think up new
formulae for our homes and adapt
them to our true needs, to a new
concept of time, new habits and
new living sensations.
Innovative solutions must be
applied to multiply the spacious
feel of our current dwellings whose
priorities are freedom of movement,
time and creativity. A creation of
diaphanous, open-plan homes.
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A detail of the new
Fira 2 underground
station in Barcelona,
where the bluish
tones and droplet-shaped
old images canbe
seen on the ceramic
pieces made by Venis.

“

I wanted to design a
metro station that resembles
a book telling local
tales about the history of the
area to its passengers.
A collage of old photos on the
walls arouses the interest
and curiosity of passers-by and
I chose ceramics for
its low maintenance and
efficacy.

”

toyo
ito
INNOVATING WITH THE PAST
One of the most influential architects in the world, innovative
Toyo Ito surprises us with his design for the new Fira 2 underground station, part of the
expansion project for Barcelona’s new Fira station, using special
ceramic pieces painstakingly made by Venis.

Ishiguro Photographic Institute.

Suites Avenue / Luxury Apartments member of Derby Hotels Collection.

C

arried out by renowned Japanese
architect Toyo Ito, the project
for the new station Fira 2 on
Barcelona’s underground Line 9 – which in the
future will be complemented by the Foc-Cisell
station – aims to embody three concepts: a
station as a historical museum for Barcelona’s
Fira (the ceramic walls with images like a
photographic archive from 1890 to 2009 –
in this case, of the history of l’Hospitalet); a
station as the entry point to the fair’s premises
(the visitor can easily identify the station as
part of the exhibition centre), and the colour
blue reflecting the character of the area (the
colour chosen for Foc-Cisell was green given
its proximity to the Montjuïc mountain, the site
of Barcelona’s Montjuïc Fira).
Located at one end of Barcelona’s Fira
premises (in l’Hospitalet del Llobregat),
station Fira 2 – which in the future will be
linked with the continuation of Line 2 – is part
of Barcelona’s Fira expansion project and is
presented as a luminous and fun space that
tries to avoid the feeling of being under ground.
A space in which Mediterranean colours like
blue and white prevail in the ceramic details,
and for which Venis, of the Porcelanosa
Group, was entrusted with the creation of the
special ceramic tiles which, using cutting edge
technology, incorporate old photographs of
Barcelona. “I wanted to design a metro station
that resembles a book telling local tales about
the history of the area to its passengers. A
collage of old photos on the walls arouses the

ABOVE RIGHT Suites
Avenue (2009) are luxury
apartments in Paseo
de Gracia, Barcelona,
belonging to Derby Hotels
Collection. Façade and
views from the interior of
the art deco building of La
Pedrera, by Gaudí.

ABOVE Torres Porta
Fira, Barcelona (2010),
designed by Toyo Ito and
b720 Arquitectos; owners:
Realia and Hoteles Santos.
LEFT Tama Art University
Library (Hachioji campus)
(2007)

Fu Tsu Construction Co., Ltd.

Nacasa & Partners Inc.

OPPOSITE TOD’S
Omotesando building
(2004)
LEFT Toyo Ito Museum
of Architecture,
Imabari (2011)
BELOW Main Stadium
for the World Games 2009
in Kaohsiung (2009)
BOTTOM Sendai
Mediatheque (2001)

Miyagi Prefecture Sightseeing Section.

the Images were cut Into shapes
remInIscent of fIra’s undulatIng wall, lIke drops
of hIstory froZen In tIme
interest and curiosity of passers-by and I chose
ceramics for its low maintenance and efficacy,”
Toyo Ito explains.
This involved painstaking work in which
Venis masterfully achieved the specifically
sought-after shades of blue and to which
a “peppered” effect was added making the
surfaces more heavy-duty (in particular for the
lighter colours). The tiles were delivered precut by water-jet, mesh-mounted and sorted out
and coded in lots to be placed according to
the layout “map”. Through this use of ceramic
material, the Toyo Ito & Associates Architects
studio was able to create the water effect on
the stairs.
In order to choose the old photographs
for the walls, the studio searched the l’Arxiu
Històric de l’Hospitalet [l’Hospitalet historical
archives] and also in private collections
belonging to a number of photographers
(Company, Àngel Toldrà Viazzo…). Current
photographs were also added as the stations
should last for at least 30 years. Owners of
the photographs’ copyrights were contacted
and, once involved in the project, they willingly
granted their rights.

After being chosen, the images were
restored and underwent colour treatment
to obtain a dual bluish tone. A pixelated
(halftone) filter was then applied to achieve
uniformity for the large scale work. Finally
they were cut into shapes reminiscent of the
Fira’s undulating wall and made to look like
drops of l’Hospitalet’s history frozen in time.
Captions were also included with information
on each one (but in such a way that at first
are unnoticeable), so that commuters pause
and look at these moments preserved in the
ceramics (the material chosen for both the
walls and the floor are Ston-ker ceramic
pieces, by Venis).
The new Fira 2underground station is thus
added to the main worldwide architectural
works by Toyo Ito – among which the Sendai
Mediatheque (2001), TOD’S Omotesando
building (2004), the Tama Art University Library
(Hachioji campus, 2007), the Main Stadium of
the World Games 2009 in Kaohsiung, the Toyo
Ito Museum of Architecture in Imabari (2011)
and the Taichung Metropolitan Opera House
in Taiwan (work for which is now underway)
stand out. /

LIFESTYLE PROJECT

The Porcelanosa Group
gives us a lesson in style
with this house in the
mountains designed with
elements from its different
firms. It is an example
of how Alpine surroundings
are not at odds with
comfort, elegance and
quality materials. Fireplaces,
leisure areas and
private spaces with an
urban spirit but with
a delightful and cosy look.

INTERIOR
ELEGANCE

WE SHOULD NOT NEGLECT THE EXTERIOR OF A
HOME: IT HAS TO INTERACT IN A PLEASANT, HONEST
AND RESPECTFUL WAY WITH ITS SURROUNDINGS
AND THIS IS ENHANCED IF TOP QUALITY MATERIALS
HAVE BEEN USED. WE INCLUDE A DIVIDING ELEMENT
SUCH AS AN ATTRACTIVE FIREPLACE.

QUALITY AND DETAIL,
PERFECT HOSTS
We should not neglect the
exterior of a house; it has
to interact in a pleasant,
honest and respectful
way with its surroundings
And this is even better if
materials are top
quality and we add a
dividing element such
as an attractive fireplace.
The façade is done
in outdoor Ipe Iguazú
wall covering,

10 x 240 x 2.2 cm, by
L’Antic Colonial, combined
with Black Jazz Lappato,
45 x 90 cm, by Urbatek.
For the exterior paving,
Grey Jazz Picked Lappato
model has been used,
60 x 60 cm, by Urbatek.
A WARM AND WELL-DEFINED
SPACE (Next page) The
fireplace, suspended from
the ceiling, separates
different areas giving a
visually spacious feel.

The kitchen, leisure
area and sitting room
are integrated, yet each
remains separate.
The flooring in the
comfortable sitting room,
with a billiards table in the
background, is in
Par-Ker Alaska Alder
ceramic wood,
19.3 x 120 cm, by Venis.

THE FIREPLACE, SUSPENDED FROM THE
CEILING, SEPARATES DIFFERENT AREAS
GIVING A VISUALLY SPACIOUS FEEL.
THE KITCHEN, LEISURE AREA AND
SITTING ROOM ARE INTEGRATED,
YET EACH REMAINS SEPARATE.

DOES NOT
NECESSARILY HAVE TO CONFORM TO LOCAL
STANDARDS. A KITCHEN IN THE MIDST
OF NATURE DOES NOT HAVE TO CLING TO A
TRADITIONAL IMAGE.

ALPINE AESTHETICS ARE NOT
AT ODDS WITH MODERNITY
A house in the mountains
does not necessarily have to
conform to local standards.
A kitchen in the midst of
nature does not have to
cling to a traditional image.

Without foregoing cosiness
and comfort, the G500
Shine Anthracite – G670
Subdued Oak kitchen
furniture, from Gamadecor,
perfectly adapts to the
functionality, technology
and space requirements
of the intimate, family area
of this home. The flooring
and wall covering are Tibet
Stone 43.5 x 65.9 cm, by
Porcelanosa.

CONTEMPORARY ORDER
AND PRIVACY
The metal bottle rack on the
wall (above right) blends
with the coppery and
earthy colours of
the wall covering, in Tibet
Stone, 43.5 x 65.9 cm,
by Porcelanosa. The
most intimate area of the

kitchen is thus endowed
with a contemporary and
cosmopolitan look, perfect
for having lunch with friends.
STAIRS TO HEAVEN
The public rooms in this
home are connected to the
private areas via a staircase
with treads embedded in the
wall – there are no banisters
on the outside nor structural
beams. An avant-garde idea

that creates a spacious
feel. On the right, the wall
covering for the staircase
area is Aston Multiformat
Steel, 5 x 59.6 cm,
9.5 x 59.6 cm and
14.3 x 59.6 cm, by
Porcelanosa.

WELL CONNECTED SPACES
In the photo on the left we
can appreciate how the
bedroom and bathroom are
connected, forming a single
and harmonious space.
The bathroom flooring is
Tibet Limestone,
43.5 x 65.9 cm; the wall
covering, a combination of
Tibet Limestone,
31.6 x 90 cm, and Tibet
Limestone Mosaic,
31.6 x 90 cm, all by
Porcelanosa. Various
elements from the Spirit
collection complete it: a
145 x 42 x 12 cm basin,
a 170 x 80 x 5 cm shower
tray, and an A-cero Gloss
finish, Spirit bathtub,
260 x 90 x 54 cm, by
L’Antic Colonial. Spirit
bathroom furniture unit in
Ash Oak finish,
180 x 20 x 40 cm, also by
L’Antic Colonial. Neboa

BATHROOMS ARE NO LONGER
INTIMATE AREAS TO BE SET
APART, BUT ELEGANT AMBIENCES
ENHANCED BY INTERIOR DESIGN
AND LIGHT.
A LUMINOUS BATHROOM
ACQUIRES ELEGANCE
Bathrooms are no longer
intimate areas to be
set apart, but elegant
ambiences enhanced by
interior design and light.
Above right: NK Logic
shower head, 30 x 40 cm;
NK Logic toilet; NK Logic
thermostatic taps; Cota
teleshower; Tetris heated
towel holder, 40 x 140 cm,

all by Noken.
Shower tray, by L’Antic
Colonial. Flooring: Tibet
Limestone, 43.5 x 65.9
cm. Wall covering: Tibet
Limestone, 31.6 x 90
cm, and Limestone Tibet
Mosaic, 31.6 x 90 cm, all
by Porcelanosa.

mirror with flowing forms,
246.3 x 130.5 cm, by
L’Antic Colonial.
VIEWS FROM BED… AND
FROM THE WATER
The best views of a room
do not necessarily have
to be those seen from the
bed. A bathtub becomes
the centrepiece of this
ambience (right): Spirit
A-cero Gloss finish,
260 x 90 x 54 cm, by
L’Antic Colonial, with
Lounge taps, by Noken.
In the bedroom, natural
parquet Artisan Woven
flooring, 19 x 190 x 1.4 cm,
by L’Antic Colonial; flooring
around the bathtub,
Tibet Limestone,
43.5 x 65.9 cm, by
Porcelanosa.

>

AVANT-GARDE

A-cero
Tech
NEW TIMES
NEW SOLUTIONS

The exquisite and affordable modular dwellings
designed by A-cero Tech are here to revolutionise the market.
Joaquín Torres reveals the reasons why the A-cero studio – codirected by him and Rafael Llamazares – embarked
on this new adventure. The Porcelanosa Group suggests
different possibilities for decorating them.

This show home, located in
Madrid, is the basic model,
with two bedrooms, two
bathrooms, a kitchen, livingdining room and utility room.
As an extra feature, it has a
double garage (pearl tone
module), 6 x 5 m, with the
same finish as the façade of
the house, thus creating a
harmonious effect.

>

AVANT-GARDE
AND ECONOMIC

THE PRICE OF MADRID’S
106-M² SHOW
HOME IS E89,000

W

ould you like a house costing 30 per
cent less, with the same standards of
quality and adapted to your particular
needs? This is now possible thanks to A-cero
Tech, the department of Joaquín Torres and
Rafael Llamazares’s architecture and urban
layout studio devoted to industrialised housing.
These are homes made of pre-fabricated
modules allowing for an exact budget and
avoiding last minute delivery date surprises and
extra, unexpected expenses. All you need is a plot
of land and A-cero will install your dream modular
home in three months and at a very affordable
price (from €69,000). If you wish, the interior
design can also be done by the A-cero team
for about €120,00 m², thus ensuring seamless
design inside and out .

Just walk into this show home in Madrid
to appreciate first-hand that this innovative
house bears A-cero’s unmistakable hallmark,
making it unique among the traditional buildings
surrounding it. This is not only evident on the
outside. The studio’s avant-garde design is also
present in the contemporary lines of its interior
design, the furniture and paintings. “Its pure and
straight lines form a cubic structure in stark
black that flashes in the sunlight”, the A-cero
studio says of the exterior.

ABOVE, OPPOSITE Livingdining room in Madrid’s
modular show home,
interior design by A-cero
studio.
BELOW, OPPOSITE The
Porcelanosa Group
suggests this bathroom

space as a design option
for the interior of a
modular home: NK One
taps, Bela basin, 85 cm,
and Bela toilet, all by
Noken.
ABOVE Par-Ker Montana
Taupe flooring, 19.3 x 120
cm, by Venis, a livingdining room suggestion
by the Porcelanosa Group
gives a warm feeling

throughout. The product
has even been used on
the raised module making
the front wall look like a
furniture unit. A ceramic
solution imitating wooden
planks and giving the floor
strength and durability.

>

WHITE AND
BRIGHT

The Porcelanosa Group
considers that this space with
Tibet Limestone flooring, 43.5
x 65.9 cm, by Porcelanosa, is
perfect for creating a relaxed
and calm atmosphere for the
interior of a modular home.

THE OUTSTANDING
LIGHT OF THE SANTA COMBA
HOME IN LA CORUÑA

A

-cero offers us this house in the village
of Santa Comba in La Coruña. Based
on the standard B2 Basic model, it has
an area of 225 m², a 98-m² basement and a
courtyard to provide light. On the ground floor
is a big living-dining room, a kitchen and three
bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms.
The façade is made of white Euronit cement
panels and black glass, and the metalwork of
the large double-glazed windows is black. All the
rooms are very light, helped by the predominant
white colour of the walls and ceilings.

Although A-cero Tech can create the
entire home’s interior design, in this case the
owners decided to decorate every corner of
the house to their own taste, creating cosy
ambiences where simplicity and elegance
are the main traits.
“The connection with the outside is constant.
We dismissed the idea of enclosing the house
as we wanted to let in the magical light as well

as enjoy the views of this rural part of Galicia,”
says A-cero.
Outside is white gravel with concrete stepping
stones and a pleasant porch with rattan furniture.
In essence, as Joaquín Torres and Rafael
Llamazares’s studio maintains, this is a project
carried out in minimal time, but with high
standards of functionality, sustainability and
economy (www.a-cero.com).

ABOVE In the case of the
Santa Comba house in La
Coruña, the exterior is of
white Euronit and black
glass with large doubleglazed windows also in
black. In the photograph,

the white gravel and
concrete stepping stones
surrounding the house
stand out.

29

>

JOAQUÍN
TORRES

“THIS TYPE OF
CONSTRUCTION AND
DESIGN IS TREMENDOUSLY
COMPETITIVE. I WILL
BUILD MY OWN HOUSE
WITH THIS SYSTEM.”
¿Why has A-cero taken on the
commercialisation of modular homes in Spain?

The constructive process in architecture has to go
through an in-depth evolution, and industrialisation
is certainly the way of the future. That’s why we
decided to take on the market of quality homes
built using an industrialised process.

ABOVE Architect Joaquín Torres, who co-directs along
with Rafael LLamazares the architecture and urban layout
studio, A-cero.
BELOW Basic, Basic Duo and Cubic models.

Which advantages does this type of house
have over traditional ones?

ABOVE In this case, the
interior design of the
A-cero modular home
was chosen by its owners
who decided on elements
according to their tastes
and needs.
ABOVE RIGHT The exterior
white gravel, with a lovely
outdoor porch and rattan
furniture
RIGHT G260 Shine
White kitchen model, by
Gamadecor, is perfect for
making this functional
and private space of this
industrially-made home
complete.

They have three chief advantages:
–Deadlines are significantly shorter: in three
months, you have a fully completed house.
–Cost: they allow for absolute cost
control, with no departures from the
original budget. This is unthinkable
in traditional architecture.
–Constructive quality: being an
industrial process, this type of
construction delivers a higher quality
than the hand-made construction
process.
Requirements to be installed
(terrain, licences...) and building times (both
construction in factory plant and
subsequent installation).

We recommend urban plots, and then the
requirements are those of the lie of the land
(set back façades, heights, floor-area ratio,
buildable area…). The deadline is then three
months from the moment you have a licence…
Unfortunately, licence procedures take longer
than the construction itself.
Could you explain more or less how the
house is priced? And if the customer wants
the A-cero decoration, how will that price be
increased?

Prices are around €100 m², including technical
fees, transport and assembling. If the house is
fully decorated, the price increases to €120 m².
What are the materials used for its
construction?

The basic materials are always the same
(metallic structure, sandwich panels, transventilated façades, cement supports…), but
then you can choose from a number of finishes,
paving and façade materials. As we collaborate

with Porcelanosa, its products are also an option
for A-cero Tech houses.
Can we already speak of figures? Do you
already have an approximate idea of the
increase this type of homes has had since
A-cero started commercialising them?

Well, the six first months we sold some 15 units,
and our foreseeable figure for next year is over
70 units.
Do you think it will be easy to overcome
the cultural reluctance towards that type of
house in Spain, this being a country too deeply
anchored in “brick”?

There is an understandable reluctance, people
have a negative image of prefab homes, as the
quality offered until now has been really low. But
if the public see something good and competitive,
they will recognise it right away. This is a free
market, nobody forces anything on anybody, and
of course I think that this type of construction
and design is tremendously competitive. I will
build my own home with this system…
We might speak about this type of
construction as the luxury home’s ‘low
cost’ option (understood as sophistication,
exclusivity, details...).

I don’t like to talk of ‘low cost’ but it’s true that,
in this case, it is a tremendously competitive
product as it is great value for money. /

≈

eco REPORT

Being aware of our environment, respecting our
natural resources and improving our lifestyle habits are some of the requirements
for ensuring the future our planet.

A SUSTAINABLE

WORLD

L

LEFT Acro-n basin mixer
tap, by Noken, a line of taps
incorporating the Eco cartridge
in all of its models, allowing water
consumption savings of up to 50%
BELOW Close-ups of an Eco
cartridge (left) and an Aerator Plus
(right), aimed at saving water. An
illustration showing how the Air
Eco system operates

Text: DANIELA GIROD

Sustainability has gone from being a utopian term to becoming
a reality. Aware of the importance of being in harmony with our
natural environment, the Porcelanosa Group is committed
to this philosophy and has created innovative and sustainable ways of
doing business; elegance, quality and design with strong eco-awareness
to create elements filled
with beauty and in balance
with Nature.

and this is increasingly reflected in a number of companies related to
construction and architectural design. Aware of this reality, they have
committed themselves by developing products respectful of our water
resources. This is the case of Noken, a company of the Porcelanosa
Group that has been working, both on an internal and external level
since it was set up, to
preserve the environment.
Th e s e e f f o r t s c a n b e
seen not only in the final
products that the company
THE WATER OF LIFE
has launched onto the
Water is one of the most
market – and still launches
distinctive components of
– but also in its daily work,
our planet. About 70% of the
production processes,
Earth’s surface is covered by
and the behaviour of its
water and is necessary for all
employees.
forms of life. Its conservation
Wi t h i n t h e d i f fe r e n t
and sensible use are essential
Noken systems aimed at
for maintaining the natural
saving water is the Acro-n
balance of our ecosystems.
line. The Acro-n line of taps
Wa t e r c o n s u m p t i o n ,
perfectly combines exquisite
moreover, is related to
design with commitment to
energy procurement, so
nature. The incorporation of
much so that 44% of the
70% OF THE EARTH’S SURFACE
the Eco cartridge in almost
fresh water we have is
IS COVERED BY WATER AND IS ESSENTIAL
all Acro-n models allows
used for producing energy.
consumption savings of up
Sustainable work models
FOR ALL FORMS OF LIFE
to 50%.
therefore should be adopted
And in order to save with all of the Noken tap models, we have the
to maintain the global environmental balance. José Illana, President of the
Eco aerator. Thanks to its “honeycomb” structure, the Eco aerator always
marketing consultancy firm Quiero salvar el mundo haciendo marketing
maintains the flow limit to a constant number of litres per minute, whatever
[I Want to Save the World with Marketing], and an expert in the field,
the water pressure. This means that, depending on the aerator model
states: “Our objective is to secure sustainable production models created
chosen, water and energy consumption savings range from 41% to 83%
by companies yet without entailing financial losses. The real challenge
compared with tap systems using conventional aerators.
for companies is to make a responsible attitude towards our natural
In addition, there are flow limiters for the Imagine, Giro and Nora
environment resultingin profitability and standing out from competitors.
The lower the energy consumption, the lower the costs and investment
series. These tap systems are fitted with a flow limiter set at 8 litres per
needed, and the higher the effectiveness.”
minute, ensuring water consumption savings of over 30% – this flow level
Obviously, a change in our mind-set on a global level is essential,
is ideal to ensure a cascade effect.

LEFT Imagine model
basin mixer tap, by Noken,
with in-built flow limiter
FAR LEFT Nora basin
mixer tap, by Noken.

Another system of the eco line is Air Eco, an innovative way of reducing
water consumption by up to 10 %, improving jet quality, giving a real effect
of rain.
Noken’s constant efforts in research and development for Eco’s new
products have won the company worldwide recognition.
Sophisticated design, futuristic lines and total eco-friendly awareness
are Noken’s aims.

HARMONY IN STRUCTURE

≈

Demographic trends are changing, and this can
be seen in the fact that the size of today’s urban
populations spectacularly surpass those living of
rural areas. We need to be aware of this, and
one of the big concerns for industrial designers
is to create buildings that are integrated into
the landscape and respectful of the natural
environment. Bioclimatic architecture is one of the many challenges to take
into account if we want to ensure the optimal balance our planet.
“It’s important to become aware of the heritage we will bequeath
future generations,” José Illana comments. “Everything in our
surroundings will change, and the only common issue of such change
will be sustainability. Somebody has to design and produce for this
change. Companies which are aware of this reality, are going forward
and creating sustainable lines of business are the ones which will be
really successful.” For Illana, a clear example of this new business
mind-set is the Porcelanosa Group.
New standards in the way buildings are constructed today, in particularly
with regard to their façades, have generated codes such as the Technical
Building Code (TBC) or the Construction Products Directive (CPD). These
new requirements, together with a trend towards new sustainable models,
have resulted in an increased evolution and innovation for façades, with new

and varied systems and solutions with regard to both the materials used
and the installation procedures.
Butech, a company of the Porcelanosa Group, is committed to
developing environmentally balanced and energy-saving products.
Ventilated façades, one of Butech’s star products, is an evolution from
the traditional façade as a response to both new green demands and
aesthetic tastes.
Ston-Ker ceramic façades by Butech clearly decrease the building’s
heat rate of loss given its insulation. Exterior insulation increases thermal
inertia, resulting in considerable reduction in heating costs and, to a certain
extent, in cooling costs when comparing the ventilated façade with exterior
insulation to more traditional designs – where thermal insulation is in the
inside. In addition to this, Ston-Ker ventilated façades by Butech offer,
in contrast to conventional façades, higher hygrothermal and acoustic
insulation, protection from solar radiation and the integration of systems
for retaining solar energy.
Thanks to its work in sustainable innovation, the Ston-Ker line of
ventilated façades has earned Butech a high reputation in the field.

A JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH
Today’s great concern and fear about the high social and environmental
cost linked to conventional energy such as fossil fuels and nuclear
energy have led to a demand for the development and exploration of

new types of energies – so called renewable energies. The efforts
made by the Porcelanosa Group to develop clean energy systems are
reflected by Butech, which has for some time now been committed to
Geothermics as a source of energy, and is working in its development
and implementation.
Geothermics is a renewable source of energy with almost no variations
in supply. In addition, it is easily used, does not emit greenhouse gases,
has very low energy consumption and its visual impact is almost nil. What
was once a utopia has been, for some years now, a real alternative to
conventional energy supplies.
Geothermal energy is found at deep under the Earth’s surface in the
form of heat and maintains a constant temperature almost all year round. At
Butech, Geothermics is used by extracting the energy and transforming
it, as needed, with a heat pump. During the winter the pump works in Heat
mode, and in the summer the cycle is reversed, creating cool air. At the
same time, it can supply hot water to bathrooms and kitchens. To install it,
Butech first carries out a detailed study and, once this has been assessed,
the drilling can take place.
José Illana speaks about this Porcelanosa Group initiative: “Butech’s
Geothermic line is an example of how sustainability can become a
competitive advantage for an organisation.” Geothermics by Butech is,
after many years of research and development, a leader in the use of this
type of sustainable energy. /

LEFT Tryp Oceanic Hotel
(Valencia)
ABOVE A section of the
hidden anchoring of Butech’s
ventilated façades.
TOP Seguros Pacífico building
in Lima (Peru)
FAR LEFT Silken Hotel in
Málaga
ABOVE, OPPOSITE Liceo
Español (Paris)
BELOW, OPPOSITE Nave San
Valenti

HARD ROCK hotel & CASINO MACAu

PLACE YOUR BETS IN STYLE

Gettys, an award-winning, creative and innovative team of
business-minded hospitality experts has designed a hotel-casino in Macau (China) whose
leitmotivs are music, a daring spirit and genuine experiences.

OPPOSITE The hotel reception,
decorated with musical
instruments and images of iconic
musicians who changed the
world music scene.
ABOVE The exterior of the hotel,
a circular building reminiscent of
a stack of records.
LEFT The Drumstick Wall, an
eccentric Hard Rock ‘tattoo’
made up of 60,000 wooden
drumsticks.

CLOCKWISE
A living room in one of
the hotel suites; in the
bathrooms of this hotel you
will find RockSpa® brand
amenities; RockSpa®, in
which deep reds and dark
wood provide warmth
and intimacy; its couple’s
treatment suite (highlighted
by a circular tube with
waterfall spout), offers
unique rituals in a serene
and atmospheric space.
OPPOSITE A double room
in the hotel, with impressive
views of Cotai Strip and
fitted with a wide range of
entertainment systems.

H

ard Rock Hotel & Casino Macau is
part of the City of Dreams Casino
and Entertainment Resort Complex
located on the Cotai Strip in Macau (China).
Designed by the intenational studio Gettys
(www.gettys.com), with headquarters in Chicago
and offices in Dubai, Hong Kong, Irvine, Miami
and New York, the project’s goal, according to
its award-winning, creative team of hospitality
experts, was “to create a design for people
seeking real experiences, who want authenticity

and who are passionate about both work and
play. We wanted to accentuate the Hard Rock
brand which embraces a “young at heart” concept
for what luxury living and accommodation should
really be – cool, fun and cutting edge”.
This circular building, shaped like a stack of
records and with 370 rooms and suites fit for rock
stars, is surprising from the moment you enter:
flowing from the reception, the Lobby Lounge

and the R Bar are defined by 15m tall columns
covered in polished river pebbles which follow
the clear glass circumference of the curtain
wall. The modern lounge is bisected above by a
pedestrian bridge clad in highly reflective, black
glass – a sweeping curve leading the guest to
the casino. And in the bar, undulating wooden
ribbons meander vertically through the doubleheight space. Groups of supple leather chairs in
cool grey and warm orange create spaces to see,
and be seen, in the hotel’s living room.

The seamless and sophisticated integration of
art and memorabilia is best exemplified in the
dramatic escalator ride to the second floor casino.
An installation of undulating pattern and subdued
light slowly begins to reveal itself. On the wall,
a Hard Rock ‘tattoo’ painstakingly created from
60,000 wooden drumsticks: the Drumstick Wall,
a little eccentric, certainly not mainstream. Just
like Hard Rock Hotels, simply cool. /

animal
print

THE AFRICAN LOOK
Wall covering in shades
of ochre, grey and
brown: Tibet Anthracite,
31.6 x 90 cm

PORCELANOSA’s
take on wildlife,
inspired by Africa,
slips into our
homes

RELAXING IN THE
SAVANNAH
Sober lines and grey
tones infuse this
room with a calming
atmosphere: Aston
Silver flooring, 59.6 x
59.6 cm
COMFORTABLE AND
STYLISH A zebra patterned
pouf, by Anmoder

Safari
Flooring in earth tones:
Tibet Stone, 43.5 x 65.9 cm.

lifestyle

TRENDS
New styles enter our homes not only via fashion.
The PORCELANOSA GROUP follows these
latest trends and offers us the most avant-garde materials
for this season for interior and exterior design.
Photos: Benjamín Alcázar, Manolo Yllera, D.R.

FROM THE EARTH
Wall covering in earth
tones for a superb
space of simple lines:
Black Tibet, 31.6 x
90 cm. Black Tibet
flooring, 43.5 x 65.9 cm
(opposite).
SWEET PINK
Tibet Sand wall covering,
31.6 x 90 cm, in romantic
pink tones

Patricia Urquiola
We are familiar with her way of fusing
innovation with the latest trends from the
African continent – an example of this
is her outdoor Madame Dakar chair
(above) from the M’Afrique
Collection for Moroso, made in
collaboration with Birsel+Seck
and the result of her study
of African culture through its
architecture and design.

FUN IDEAS
To give a fresh touch to the most intimate
home spaces, NOKEN suggests black
and white as the main colours of its most
innovative elements.

PLACE YOUR BETS
This black and white
combination gives a chic
atmosphere to Valencia’s
Cirsa Casino thanks to
the Krion® curves by
Systempool.

Once again,
SYSTEMPOOL
wows us with KRION,
its state-of-the-art
and revolutionary
material here
to seduce us with its
undulating curves.

total black
Eyecatchers in this space
(above) are the Lounge
Black hanging toilet and
bidet, with pure geometric
shapes reflecting the
dynamic synthesis of
natural, clear and rational
lines.

SUGGESTIVE CURVES
star system
The new Black Star (left) and White Star
(below) colours, by Krion®

DOUBLE BET
In this version of the Lounge
collection (left) designed in
Simone Micheli’s studio, the
Lounge Diamonds furniture
unit’s (80 cm) front is done
in a triangular mosaic and
has a matt black finish. The
Black & White basin with
high mixer taps are from the
same collection.

live like a lord
Original design, with
leather headrest,
Cadeira de Balanço,
by Oscar Niemeyer.

Oscar Niemeyer Best known as the architect of the curve, he expresses
his devotion for it: “What I feel attracted to are free and sensual curves, those you find in
the mountains of Brazil, in its winding rivers, in the waves of the sea, the clouds in the sky
and the body of your chosen woman.” Right, the artist with a scale model of one of his latest
projects, opened in March 2010, the Niemeyer International Cultural Centre, in Avilés.

Jaime Hayon With his unmistakable style he has created the fun
Showtime Collection for BD Ediciones de Diseño. The key has been to fuse BD’s
own distinctly modern style with his own energetic style and its success lies in
the combination of simple forms and classic touches. A classic example is the
combination of plastic and deep buttoned upholstery for his well-known armchairs.
He designed the ceramics for Lladró’s Fantasy Collection and the Qee Bears
(above). He poses here with his ‘Atom Candelabrum’ for Bosa.

Green
challenge

DIFFERENT
The Unión design has
velcro strips for creating
different designs; from
the Jon Santacoloma
collection, by
Kilopond.

The commitment to the
environment is already an
unstoppable movement in
our society, and BUTECH
gives us the best ways to
follow it. Join in!

ALL WITHIN REACH An IN ambience in
nocturnal grey and white diamond matt finish
with a ONES ‘Gelcoat’ basin and low and high
units in shiny nocturnal grey lacquer. This is
complemented by separate shelving in matt white
diamond lacquer and a mirror with LED lighting
and a touch switch system. The inside of the
drawers are neat perspex trays finished in white.

FUTURISTIC
AESTHETICS
ON WHEELS
Environmentally friendly
and healthy – an idea by In
Bicycle We Trust
(above)

VENTILATED FAÇADES
This system, created with
pieces of Ston-Ker, reduces the
absorption of solar radiation
and stops the accumulation
of water and air thus avoiding
condensation. In addition, it
incorporates systems to capture
solar energy, as well as being
sound-proof. It can also be made
in Krion® which offers strength
and durability, is low maintenance
and is 100 per cent recyclable!

SPLISH-SPLASH
This shower tray in
teak root by Batavia
will make you feel closer
to Nature

Over the top surrealism
makes a comeback.
GAMADECOR offers us
a look inspired by early
20th century avant-garde
movements.

CHARMING
A natural oak/
savannah oak IN
composition, with a
ONES basin made
of ‘Gelcoat’

Ron Arad

Tomas Alía This year he has been immersed in a project in collaboration
with the Rusticae company which has created the Eco-sustainable and Traveller Suite; a
sustainable work of interior design for which he has incorporated ecological and recyclable
materials such as fishing nets. He reveals that the secret was to use neutral colours in the
room to integrate perfectly with the calm atmosphere of the surrounding nature. The project
was exhibited at the Fitur fair, at the Molino Hotel in Alcuneza (Guadalajara) and at the
Casas Do Coro Hotel (Portugal). His wall lamp, for Ilumisa, is on the left.

He uses metal waste to
create his works, infusing
them with a futuristic style.
Sophisticated designs
achieved by the choice
of striking colours such
as his ultramodern Arad
armchairs, mirror couches
and metallic chairs. His
best-known creations are
the Bad Tempered Chair for
Vitra, the Bookworm shelf
(adaptable to any position)
and the Big Easy chair
for Moroso (left), the first
version of which was made
in the 80s.

ORGANIC PIECES

Keeping its commitment to recycle waste as
its motto L’ANTIC COLONIAL launches its
new Spirit collection – Welcome to the shape
of the future!

AT YOUR BECK
AND CALL
Studio A-cero and
L’Antic Colonial
surprise us with Spirit,
a comprehensive
bathroom concept with
its various elements and
flooring guided by the
same aesthetic principle.
Decidedly sculptural
and distinctive, both the
basin and its structure
follow a single,
but inverted, line of
design. A perfect
combination of straight
and curved lines.

ALWAYS PURE
A room with Grey Lappato
flooring, 60 x 60 cm, combined
with stark, pure white shelving.
Stairs in simple lines (right)
without banisters: Timber
Lappato flooring (available in
40 x 80 cm, 20 x 80 cm and
10 x 80 cm sizes).

LASTING
CONCEPTS

With URBATEK we discover
architectural design based on three
fundamental pillars: integration,
precision and construction.
URBANITE
Grey Lappato piece,
60 x 60 cm, by Urbatek

Joaquín Torres Exquisitely simple lines are this well-known architect’s hallmark.
Along with Rafael Llamazares, his partner at the A-cero studio, he has embarked on the design
and creation of tables with alabaster as their main material. He believes that making a natural
element abstract is the best way to transform it into a true object of desire – a philosophy he
applied with the Grey Goose Vodka bottle holder. One of A-cero’s famous designs, the Modular
Rest Sofa (below) in white and klein blue, for Vondom.
RAfael Moneo
His work, as he himself describes it, is “decorous”. According
to Moneo, constructing is a way of transforming the landscape
in which we live and therefore architecture should blend
into its surroundings. Design depends on the location of the
building, its past and its intended use. Generous spaces and
sober materials characterise Moneo’s works. One of his most
important projects is the Kursaal Centre in San Sebastián.
Joselito, by Moneo Brock Studio (left): a way of bringing
together the world of art and design and this brand’s exclusive
gourmet food. Belén Moneo Feduchi, Jeff Brock and Rafael
Moneo designed this black unit in translucent perspex to display
top quality charcuterie – a structure which, once empty, can be
hung on the wall to become a piece of contemporary furniture or
for CD storage.

MINIMALIST SPIRIT

SOBRIETY
A cosy atmosphere with
wall coverings in Natural
Madagascar mono-porous
stone, 33.3 x 100 cm (the
architectural applications
of the stone are also made
in porcelain stoneware by
Ston-Ker, 45 x 90 cm and
44 x 66 cm)

Less is more. VENIS offers us its most simple and
elegant collection. Its new wall coverings in soft sandy
colours, evoke the waves of the sea and inevitably
transport us to the idyllic image of our favourite beach.

BRIGHTEN YOUR DAY
‘Heavy Light’ hanging
lamps designed by the
Benjamin Hubert Studio

SEA SAND
Pieces by Venis: (above)
Beige Madagascar, 33.3 x
100 cm, and Brown Ona,
33.3 x 100 cm (left).

A SEA
BACKGROUND
The search for
new textures led to
‘Madagascar’, whose
design in this case is
like carved stone in
relief: Natural Ona,
33.3 x 100 cm.

David
Chipperfield
He is a serious,
sophisticated minimalist.
Described as austere and
restrained, he claims that
architecture should be all
about enjoying life’s beauty,
yet not a focus of attention
itself. As he himself says,
with regard to his project
for a cemetery in Venice,
his sketches are never
very different from the final
project. He does not use
specific wall coverings, but
seeks to simplify forms in
order to leave room to enjoy
the surrounding landscape.
Among his most important
projects is the Neues
Museum in Berlin, opened
in 2009.

HOTEL IL CORAZZIERE

O

n a bend in the Lambro, just 45 minutes from the centre of
Milan and surrounded by nature, we find Il Corazziere. This
charming 4-star hotel is located in Merone Como, near the
lakes of Brianza Alserio and Pusiano, and a short distance from
Bellagio, Bergamo, Milan and the gorgeous Lambro valley park.
Its privileged location makes it a true oasis in which to relax and
for all kinds of conferences and business meetings, and tourism in
general. Its 73 rooms reflect quality and design down to the last
detail.
The hotel’s aim is to ensure guests enjoy top quality and privacy.
Classic furniture, Simmons mattresses, relaxing pillows and bioenergetic construction materials are just some examples of the
care Il Corazziere’s directors have taken to guarantee their guests’
comfort and wellbeing.
The ample public areas are exceptional for their original design and
structure and where comfort is paramount. Relaxing and basking in
the sun, the gentle murmur of the river and the warbling of the birds
are all part its allure. Another major attraction is its iconic restaurant
ll Corazziere. With a tradition stretching back nearly 100 years, this
local gastronomic temple is famous in the Lombardy region. Its
classic cuisine blends excellence, local produce and ingredients and
ensures that its diners are always special guests.

Made in

Italy

Porcelanosa Group’s quality materials come to the north of Italy to give
shape to three spectacularly located luxury hotels with amazing views – two
are in the heart of Milan and the third is in the quiet region of Como.
Peace and quiet, the murmuring Lambro river and the warbling of the birds
are also part of their appeal.
Text: DANIELA GIROD

OPPOSITE The exterior of the
Il Corazziere hotel, on the banks
of the Lambro river (day and
night views).
CLOCKWISE Bathroom with
Par-ker Block Oak, 14 x 66 cm,
by Venis (flooring); Nepal Pulpis
and Nepal, 31.6 x 90 cm, by
Porcelanosa (wall); toilet and
taps from the Urban series,
Natur basin, Project heater (all
by Noken) and Versatile hydromassage bathtub and glass
bath screen, Neo series, both by
Systempool. Deluxe Room, with
Par-ker Block Oak floor,
14 x 66 cm, by Venis. Reception
flooring in India Sand,
80 x 80 cm, by Porcelanosa.
The hotel’s terrace, with Par-ker
Jatoba Non-Slip Wenge exterior
paving, 14.3 x 120 cm, by
Porcelanosa.

Uptown palace

A

modern yet elegant hotel located in the heart of Milan, just a few steps away from the Piazza
del Duomo, Milan’s main shopping streets and its business areas. It has 158 fully-equipped
rooms – from a classical and cosy style, to ample and luxurious suites with impressive
views to the city’s Cathedral and quaint roofs. A
well-designed and contemporary style prevails in
the public areas.
Refinement and good taste are the Uptown
Pa l a c e ’ s h a l l m a r k s . D e s i g n e d b y t h e T H D P
Architecture Interiors studio from Turin (Italy), its
top quality materials have been carefully selected
and colours range from bronze and brown to
delicate sandy shades. On the third floor is the
Uptown’s sober and elegant restaurant serving a
superb combination of traditional Italian dishes and
international cuisine, and boasts an excellent wine
list. Another of the hotel’s attractions is the Up Café, a cosy and private corner in which to relax
in after a hectic workday or as a first stop before going out to experience Milan’s exciting and
glamorous nightlife.

ABOVE The exterior of the
hotel Uptown Palace,
with Copper Ironker
Ventilated Façade,
59.6 x 120 cm, and
Limestone Java,
59.6 x 120 cm, by Venis.
RIGHT The strikingly
huge columns in the lobby
of the hotel serve to
define space.

LEFT The lobby of the
hotel, whose contemporary
decoration mixes earthy,
brown and gold tones.
BELOW Details of
the hotel’s rooms
and bathrooms, with
Kathmandu flooring,
60 x 60 cm, Cubica wall
covering, 59.6 x 120 cm,

and Kathmandu,
33 x 100 cm, all by Venis;
Arquitect suspended toilet,
by Noken, Acro taps, by
Noken; Lake basins, by
Noken; Arquitect shower
tray and glass bath screen,
Inter series, both by
Systempool, and Neptune
showerhead, by Noken.

RUBENS ANTARES HOTEL

A

fter a substantial renovation,
this historic Milanese building
opens its doors again. An
unparalleled and painstakingly
designed project – from the
innovative lighting by James Acciaro
to the interior refurbishment carried
out by Maria Pace Gritti Morlacchi
and the Porcelanosa Group’s
spectacular bathrooms. Art works
by artists including Teresa Pomodoro, Paolo Tait and Piergiorgio
Marin coexist in harmony with the new image of the refurbished
Rubens hotel.
Focusing on flawless service for its customers, the hotel chose
innovative design and modern technologies aimed at creating
environmental awareness. The Rubens, apart from its renovated
image, now offers new services; a bar open until one in the morning
where the best Italian wines selected by Fabio Scarpitti can be
enjoyed, and the Delle Nuvole restaurant, with breath-taking views
of the city.
Elegant bedrooms, large meeting rooms, a baby-sitting service
and a big gym with personal trainers are some of the services
offered by this emblematic hotel a few minutes away from the San
Siro stadium. The Rubens Antares Hotel is a perfect combination of
comfort and design and an ideal starting point both for the traveller
and those on business in Milan. /

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
Vitrines in the hotel’s lobby
and Double Standard
Room.
OPPOSITE The lobby of
the hotel and its various
areas, with comfortable
Fjord armchairs by Patricia
Urquiola for Moroso which
match the velvet–covered
walls.

The bathrooms were
renovated with a number
of materials by the
Porcelanosa Group:
Polished Urbatek flooring,
30 x 30 cm; Crystal
series wall covering,
33 x 100 cm, White /
Anthracite / Orange, by
Venis; suspended toilet
Wall series, by Noken;
Globe worktop basin
with counter in Silestone,
by Gamadecor; Bela
taps, by Noken; Minimal

bathtub, by Systempool,
with Blower system and
Dinled Chromotherapy
showerheads; Land
resin shower trays, by
Systempool, with Vertice
showerhead, by Noken,
Doccia Vitra glass bath
screen, by Systempool.

Photo : Fotolia.

> PROJECTS ‘UNDER THE BRIDGE’

Football with a
musical heart

U

nder the Bridge’, a project carried out by
AFL Architects (www.afl-uk.com) and
managed by Porcelanosa North West,
is, as put by Director of AFL Architects John
Hampton, “a new live music venue at Chelsea
Football Club Stadium in London’s historic West
End.” In ‘Under the Bridge’, with capacity for 800
people and located within the Stamford Bridge
stadium itself, numerous L’Antic Colonial
materials can be found throughout the space,
as the architecture studio is very familiar with
Porcelanosa Group’s materials, having used
them before. “The client made it clear that this
needed to be an exclusive and unique space in
which high-end, quality materials were to be used
to create the best possible space for enjoying live
music. As they also wanted elements in urban &
industrial styles, we did not want to use glossy,
artificial materials. The stone in particular helped
us to create a more natural environment,” John
Hampton says. Closely collaborating with Jim
Cafarelli, the studio followed all requirements
conveyed by Roman Abramovich, the football
club’s owner, who “wanted music to form the
heart of the venue. They wanted to create a
venue like the basement clubs from 30-40
years ago, but retaining an urban, industrial feel.
They wanted to keep it edgy,” the Director of AFL
Architects states. /

ABOVE, LEFT AND
BELOW The bathrooms
were done in Air Black
Mosaic, Air White Mosaic
and Customised Mosaics
(with the faces of Annie
Lennox and John Lennon),
as well as in a special
marble, Black Classic
Marquina 30 x 60 cm,
for the floor. All by L’Antic
Colonial.

OPPOSITE Exterior of the
Stamford Bridge stadium,
in London.
ABOVE LEFT ‘Under the
Bridge’ has a number
of spaces, like a chill-out
area in the Green Room
bar, in which Coal Flamed
Home Touch
40 x 80 x 1.5 cm (granite)
pavement and Brick Burma
Mosaic coverings
31 x 30 x 1 cm were used.
All by L’Antic Colonial.

> PROJECTS BATUMI OPERA HOUSE

Musical rhythms by
the Black Sea

B

atumi, Georgia’s third most important city, is home to
a renovation project carried out by architect Vladimir
Khmaladze using materials by the Porcelanosa Group.
The building, an old teaching centre, was transformed into
Batumi’s Opera House thanks to Comodin Ltd, a company
specialised in importing a wide variety of products from Spain.
With a large showroom called Luxor, located in Tiflis (the country’s
capital) - which exhibits this Villarreal firm’s products – both
David Giorgadze, Comodin Ltd’s Sales Director, and his father,
are at the helm for the promotion of Porcelanosa’s brand
image in Georgia by using its materials in the opera house’s
lobby, restaurants and bathrooms, as well as SOCAR’s Head
Office (a state oil company in Azerbaijan). /

For the renovation of
Batumi’s Opera House,
Noken and Systempool
products have been
used for the bathrooms
and 18-mm Amber Dice
(13.5 x 30 x 1.8 cm) by
L’Antic Colonial, for the
fountain and entrance
stairs. Comodin Ltd was
the company chosen to
supply this firm’s products
to Vladimir Khmaladze’s

architecture studio. This
family company has also
imported from Spain the
main chandelier, made
following the drawings
proposed by the architect.

LIFESTYLE DESTINATIONS

Portugal

TRADITION AND DESIGN

What does an apartment with views to one of the oldest universities in
the world have in common with a five-star Spanish hotel in Portugal?
And what does a residential development designed in a Northern
European style share with a small hotel on an idyllic Atlantic beach? All
of them have opted for materials by the Porcelanosa Group.
Text: Arantxa Neyra Photos: cristóbal prado

ABOVE The keep of the
ancient medieval castle in
Braga and the façade of the
Meliá Braga Hotel & Spa.
The hotel’s swimming pool
is done in Fashion Mix C
Whites, 2 x 2 cm (mesh,
32.7 x 32.7 cm), by L’Antic
Colonial. Surrounding
exterior paving in White
Strada, 14.3 x 120 x 1.2 cm,
by Porcelanosa.
RIGHT The hotel’s reception
and lobby whose flooring
is of Pro-part Chromiumplated Brash Edge, 12.5 cm
and BT Structural Joint, by
Butech.

LEFT AND BELOW
Reception stairs to the spa
at the Meliá Braga Hotel
& Spa; a hydro-massage
cabin, wall covering in
Fashion Mix C Whites,
2 x 2 cm mosaic (mesh,
32.7 x 32.7 cm), by L’Antic
Colonial, and Black Lavagna
floor, 59.6 x 120 cm, by
Venis; massage room with
XL Kube worktop basin, by
Noken, and Black Lavagna
floor, 59.6 x 120 cm, by
Venis.
RIGHT A hotel suite
with a bathtub from the
V506 Versâtile series, by
Systempool.
OPPOSITE Photographs of
Braga: The shrine of Bom
Jesus do Monte; a couple
stroll in front of the old
café of A Nova Brazileira;
a gazebo on a rock at the
shrine of Bom Jesus do
Monte; Braga’s old centre;
an Art Deco building – the
Theatre Circus – and La
Arcada, the city’s main
square.

BRAGA: EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITAL
Known as the city of churches or bishops as it is Portugal’s spiritual centre,
Braga will be 2012 European Youth Capital. There are many reasons for visiting this city
such as its tile-covered churches, the simple coloured façades in the city’s pedestrian
historical centre, its religious buildings and traditional cafés such as A Brasileira,
where time has imprinted a romantic veneer on the place and where students have polished
it and made it look brand-new. Far apart in origin but close in function are the city’s
two icons: the shrine of Bom Jesus do Monte, reached by an old funicular, and the Sporting
Clube de Braga football Stadium, designed by Souto de Moura. Both fire the passion
of Braga’s inhabitants.

MELIÁ Braga, Hotel & Spa
WHITE ON WHITE

T

he entrance to the Meliá Braga Hotel & Spa gives the traveller
an idea of everything to be found within: a building designed
along geometrical lines with no excesses and completely
bathed in natural light. Entirely of glass and like a huge mirror, its
façade reflects the blue sky and the green of the garden, with an
oval swimming pool surrounded by chaises longues and lit with
different coloured LED lights at dusk.
The same luminosity and contemporary aesthetics are also evident
in its interior. All the decorative details of the ample and vertical
lobby are highly distinctive, such as the murals of photos showing
typical gold filigree work, backlit columns and glass candelabra
hung on very fine threads. Contrasting with the shiny surfaces of
walls, floors and stairs, all in spotless white, refreshing fun colours
like pistachio make a splash in the hotel’s public spaces, as well as
its Asian inspired spa and 182 rooms (Avenida General Carrilho
da Silva, Pinto, 4715-380, Braga, Portugal; tel. 902 14 44 40;
www.meliabraga.com).

Furadouro Boutique Hotel
Beach & Spa
EVEN IN WINTER

A

n immense beach attracting surfing lovers and solitary
spirits, it has a handful of charming restaurants and little
cafés just two streets away – all one needs for a perfect
holiday even in the winter months. And more so if the traveller is
staying at such a pampering hotel as the new Furadouro Boutique
Beach & Spa, right on the Furadouro beach in the north of Portugal.
Opened in May 2011, the Policarpos, the couple that own it, have
refurbished every last possible detail. Totally done with materials
from Porcelanosa (its exterior, the bathrooms, the 27 rooms and
spa), the hotel’s decoration transmits a delightful calm. Except
for a few unusual items of Northern European design from the
70s, all the furniture was expressly designed for the hotel; snowy
whites prevail in the areas with views of the sea, and greys were
chosen for interior spaces. Although the hotel’s design in general
has avoided a beach-inspired look, the restaurant and the lobby,
incorporate a touch of the ocean with two ceramic pieces (two
crabs) by the artist Bordalo Piñeiro. Its fresh, regional cuisine is as
exquisite as the massages of its spa (Av. Infante D. Henrique, nº
734, Furadouro, 3880-335 Ovar, Portugal; tel. (+351) 256 590
090; www.furadourohotel.com).

ABOVE In the background,
the restaurant of the
Furadouro Boutique Hotel
Beach & Spa and entrance,
White Carrara flooring,
59.6 x 120 cm, by
Porcelanosa. Glue Cement
and Betumes, by Butech,
were used throughout
the hotel.

ON THE RIGHT, FROM
TOP TO BOTTOM The spa
swimming pool, where Miño
Anthracite 43.5 x 65.9 cm,
by Porcelanosa, has been
used; Fashion C White
2 x 2 cm mosaic (mesh,
32.7 x 32.7 cm), by L’Antic
Colonial, and cascade and
water spouts (sauna and
Turkish), by Systempool.
A relaxation room with Miño

Anthracite wall covering and
flooring, 43.5 x 65.9 cm, by
Porcelanosa.
OPPOSITE, FROM TOP
TO BOTTOM A room with
White Carrara flooring,
59.6 x 59.6 cm, by
Porcelanosa and a suite
with White Carrara flooring,
59.6 x 59.6 cm, by
Porcelanosa;
SP Concept Krion

freestanding bathtub by
Systempool, and Libra floor
mounted bath and shower
mixer by Noken. The suite’s
bathroom, fully done in with
elements by Noken and
Systempool.

RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENTS: QUINTA
DAS LÁGRIMAS AND
ACRESCENTAR
HIGH-CLASS

E

ven better than living right in the heart of old Coimbra is living
in a brand-new apartment with views of the city’s legendary
university. The 320 new owners of the second part of Quinta
das Lagrimas residential development, located next to its namesake
hotel – probably the best in Portugal – have the luck of enjoying this
view. With different layouts and sizes adapted to the needs of each
family, all the apartments have two things in common: impeccable
design and quality materials.
170 km from Coimbra, almost all the apartments of the Acrescentar
residential development have been sold. Specifically designed for
parents in their thirties, one concept was considered above all
others: functionality. With this in mind, the apartments, on average
150 m2, have open-plan rooms with plenty of fitted wardrobes with
space-saving folding doors. Materials by Porcelanosa can be
found at the building’s entrance (disabled-friendly), and also inside:
the taps, bathroom units and terrace and roof paving.

ABOVE AND RIGHT The
kitchen of the Quinta das
Lagrimas Residential hotel,
with White Glass wall
covering, 90 x 31.6 cm,
and Boston Oak flooring,
19.3 x 1.20 cm, both by
Porcelanosa. A section of
one of its wall coverings:
Black Caucasus, 43.5 x
65.9 cm, by Porcelanosa.
TOP AND FAR RIGHT
Acrescentar Residential
hotel: A section of wall
done in Ferroker, 44 x 66
cm, by Venis, can be seen
in the lounge, and Trafic
Concrete Steel flooring,
59.6 x 59.6 x 1.1 cm, by
Porcelanosa. A column
covered with Amber Dados,
13.5 x 30 x 1.8 cm, by
L’Antic Colonial in the
reception area.

COIMBRA: BEAUTY WITHOUT RHYME OR REASON
Nestled on a hill by the banks of Mondego river, Coimbra is reminiscent of Salamanca with its
almost hidden places, its legends and the fame of its university. And with Lisbon, only 150km
away, it shares steep slopes, crumbling façades and cobblestoned streets. Everything seems
to have been created without rhyme or reason here: the little terraces settling wherever
the steep slopes allow; shops selling artisanal work or cheese from Serra de la Estrella are
hidden under medieval arches, and second-hand bookstores await discovery in courtyards.
When you are in Coimbra, aside from walking, don’t miss its old University and the Jonanina
Library, the two cathedrals (the old and the new) and, if travelling with children, the Portugal
dos Pequenitos theme park, a good way of getting to know Portuguese history and culture.

A visual icon
in central Madrid

I

n the heart of Madrid, this singular façade adds light and
sophistication to the well-known street of Preciados. It was
carried out by the architecture studio Castel Veciana which
has offices in Barcelona and is devoted to architecture, interior
and industrial design, and graphic and creative direction.
Headed by architect Jordi Castel and designer Jordi Veciana,
the studio’s philosophy is clear and simple. Among the main
ideas that ground their work is a desire for simplicity and
austerity as opposed to excess and ornamentation. A good
example of this is the façade of the Bershka shop, for which
they used large white Krion® panels, a solid surface material
developed by the Porcelanosa Group, unique for its surprising
resilience and plasticity.
At the start of the project, Jordi Castel and Jordi Veciana –
who have worked together since 2002 – agreed to respect the
geometric and linear aspects of the surrounding façades on
this particularly busy and highly commercial street. In turn and
from the very beginning, the client stressed the need to develop
a project to both enhance this bustling Madrid street and be
striking at the same time.
Krion® panels therefore
play a leading role. As
both designers point out,
“We were very interested
in the possibility of
playing with the effect of
light through the material
as well as through its
texture”. Thus, the panels
are placed on different
planes and incorporate
LE D lighting, creating
a grid that corresponds
to the floors inside the
shop. Thanks to the
material used and this
effect of light, the façade
has become a visual icon
that can be seen from
any point on the street.
The Castel Veciana
studio rejects the kind of architecture that only follows
trends, and aims to offer their clients the very best possible
architecture. Not for nothing have their creativity and way of
working earned them a wide variety of clients – Polo Ralph
Lauren, Louis Vuitton, Inditex and Agatha Ruiz de la Prada to
name but a few. /

Photos: Castelveciana Arquitectura. Jordi Castel, head of the Bershka Project.

> PROJECTS BERSHKA FAÇADE

JORDI VECIANA Designer (Barcelona, 1960)
He studied Industrial Design in Barcelona. After
completing his studies he worked for the Lypsa company
in Barcelona designing car and train interiors.
He moved to New York where he worked at the Vignelli
Associates studio and later for Polo Ralph Lauren
doing product and furniture design as well as
commercial interiors. Outstanding among his projects
is the design for Gianni Versace’s fur accessories
showrooms in New York.
After living in the United States for 11 years, he came
back to Spain to join the Inditex Group as Art Director
for the Massimo Dutti and Bershka chains, creating the
interior design of their commercial spaces and directing
the image and communication areas in advertising
campaigns, as well as for the development and
presentation of Zara’s eau de cologne and cosmetics.
JORDI CASTEL Architect (Barcelona, 1963)
He studied at the Technical School of Architecture in
Barcelona. As a student, he obtained several grants that
allowed him to start working in Brazil and Turkey. He
later worked as an architect on topics related to urban
design in Barcelona’s Metropolitan Area and in various
highly regarded studios in the city until opening his own.
Outstanding in his career is his collaboration with the
Inditex Group, having been entrusted with the Bershka
brand image from its very beginnings.

Photos: Jesús Chacón.

> PROJECTS HOTEL VINCCI ALEYSA BENALMÁDENA

ABOVE The water curtain
of the outdoor swimming
pool was covered
in Sand Thin Qatar
31.6 x 90 cm, by
Porcelanosa. The wall
coverings for the small
bathrooms of this area
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were done in Pearl Minimosaic 20 x 33.3 cm, by
Venis (with White Epotech,
by Butech, on the corner
edges), and Red Mix Glacier
mosaic 5 x 5 cm, mesh
30 x 30 cm, by L’Antic
Colonial.

ABOVE AND OPPOSITE
The hotel’s spa, with
bathrooms done in White
Nacaré 33.3 x 66.6 cm
covering, by Venis, and
Chrome Brass Pro-part,
by Butech; the massage
cabins are covered in Ivory
Cubic 33.3 x 100 cm,
by Venis.
LEFT Bathrooms for public
use, for both men and
women, were covered
in White Chain Marmara
Mirror Mosaic, mesh
25.4 x 24.6 x 1 cm, from
the Victorian Collection
by L’Antic Colonial.

Privacy and
luxury
by the beach

V

incci Aleysa, a five-star seafront hotel, is
located in a quiet and privileged place by
the beach in Benalmádena on the Málaga
coast. The hotel – with 35 spacious rooms – has
Jean Claude Schmidt and Rafael Raez Ariza’s
hallmark. In charge of the hotel’s interior design
(www.decoracioninteriorismo.com), their project,
as they themselves state, is filled with glamour,
privacy and luxury and is defined by a harmonious
design and the use of top quality fabrics and
materials, such as products by the Porcelanosa
Group. Their design echoes the closeness of
the sea – letting in a very special light – and they
used soft colours for the rooms and the stucco
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ABOVE In the rooms’
bathrooms, the flooring is in
Tavola Mogano PAR-KER
19.3 x 120 cm, by Venis,
and the wall covering is in
Star Ivory 33.3 x 100 cm,
by Venis, with Alabaster
Polynesian mosaic, by
L’Antic Colonial 1.5 x 1.5
cm, mesh 29 x 29 cm, and
Chrome Brass Pro-part
edge, by Butech.

ceilings which have a glossy finish that reflects
the waves.
The highlight of the hotel’s entrance is the huge
semicircular glass and steel door, and just as
important are the lobby’s two-toned marble floor
and the curved wood-and-steel reception desk. In
the middle of the lounge are two circular woodand-steel columns with shell-shaped capitals; the
front of the lobby’s bar is back-lit and of agate. The
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terrace café, with a raised floor and a view to the
sea, is decorated by two LED-lit waterfalls.
The contemporary and functional bedrooms
are an exclusive design by Schmidt and Ariza
who chose a ceramic flooring by Venis that looks
like wood. Most bathrooms – in glass, wood and
ceramics, and in soft tones of mother-of-pearl –
receive natural light through large windows.
The surroundings of the spa, which has an

LEFT In the room, Tavola
Mogano PAR-KER
19.3 x 120 cm, by Venis,
has also been used and
in the Suite, White Tavola
19.3 x 120 cm (Venis).
TOP The restaurant
recreates the atmosphere
of a yacht, with wood,
steel, a metallic mural and
circular columns in stucco
and steel.

indoor swimming pool, are in pearl and mauve; the
mosaics are in these two colours too and there is
also travertine marble with a waterfall and a shiny
white, stretched vinyl ceiling, as well as columns
with capitals in the same material, but back-lit and
in mauve. There is also a creation of murals, backlit with motifs with images of “the impact of drops
of water landing on a surface, enlarged to a huge
scale”, as described by the interior designers. /
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RIGHT The Notting Hill
Hotel’s decoration is part of
a ‘total concept’ devised by
HIP, and ranges from the
furniture to the lighting.
BELOW In this public
part of the hotel, the use
of natural light to provide
the area with a feel of
spaciousness can be
appreciated. Lobby’s
flooring: White Shine
Carrara Marble 59.6 x 59.6
cm, with a cut-to-measure
beveled edge 29.6 x 59.6
cm Black Marquina, both by
Porcelanosa.

OPPOSITE The hotel’s
reception area has one wall
entirely covered by antique
suitcases – an
exceptionally original and
bold idea. White Shine Carrara Marble flooring 59.6 x
59.6 cm, with a cut-to-measure beveled edge 29.6 x
59.6 cm Black Marquina,
both by Porcelanosa.

NOTTING HILL AMSTERDAM HOTEL

A HOME AWAY
FROM HOME

In the heart of Holland’s capital this boutique hotel
is perfect for visiting the city centre and then relaxing as if at
home. An intimate effect achieved thanks to the high
quality of Porcelanosa Group’s materials.

Notting Hill hotel_ING.indd 80-81
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FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
‘Londen’ Notting Hill
Restaurant Bar & Lounge
and the corridor to the
rooms, both with White
Shine Carrara Marble
flooring 59.6 x 59.6 cm,
with a cut-to-measure
beveled edge 29.6 x 59.6
cm Black Marquina, both by
Porcelanosa. In the corridor
leading to the restaurant,
as well as in all corridors of
the different floors, Black
Cubica 59.6 x 120, by
Venis, covers the bottom
half of the walls, with
wallpaper in the upper part.

Notting Hill hotel_ING.indd 82-83

I

n a renovated, historic office building in
this Dutch city, the Notting Hill Amsterdam
boutique hotel offers its guests comfortable,
intimate and relaxing accommodation. It is the ideal
starting point from which to visit Leidse Square,
Rembrandt Square and Amsterdam’s Museum
District, as it is located between the bustling
Utrechtsestraat area and the famous Albert Cuyp
Market. The firm of interior architecture entrusted
with this complete facelift – finished in just a year
from acquiring the project – has been Hoopman
(HIP), which designed a ‘total concept’ for the
hotel: style, atmosphere, service levels, interiors,
exhibition space, materials, lighting and furniture.
A unique space created with a clear philosophy
– to offer the traveller a home away from home;
to be able to relax in comfort and with absolute
privacy, says Wim Hoopman, commissioned with
coming up with this concept (www.hiprojects.nl).
A striking composition in the hall was created by
covering a wall with over 50 antique suitcases as
is the eye-catching ‘Monsieur Notting Hill’, bronze
statue, created in collaboration with French artist
Gilles Blancard and represents the hotel’s logo,
sketches of which hang in every room.

In ‘Londen’, the Notting Hill Restaurant Bar &
Lounge, the use of wooden panels and blinds
by HIP can be seen, and – just as in the entire
hotel – provide a spacious feel and shape this
chic and truly international atmosphere. Open
to guests and the general public alike, and
with a deliciously varied menu, it has a summer
terrace with views to the Dutch Canals and the
Nederlandsche Bank.
The hotel has 67 rooms with different
categories: Delux Rooms (double and single),
and Executive Canal View Rooms, which
– as their name indicates – have fabulous
views onto the Canal. Designed in the purest
boutique style – in sober white and tones of
black and brown – they include a number of
technological gadgets, plus others to be found
in four-star hotels, such as an LED television, a
Nespresso coffee maker and a telephone with
Iphone connection. The rooms’ bathrooms are
ideal for relaxing thanks to the design elements
chosen and to the colour white that permeates
the entire space. The choice of art exhibited
throughout the hotel – perfectly placed by the
HIP team – deserves mention. /

ABOVE One of the hotel’s
rooms, designed in the
purest boutique style.
LEFT Outstanding in the
bathroom of one of the
rooms is the use of shades
of white: White Carrara
Marble, 31.6 x 90 cm
(wall covering), and Shine
White Carrara Marble,
43.5 x 43.5 cm (flooring),
both by Porcelanosa. With
such elements as EOS
basin, by Gamadecor,
Arquitect shower tray, by
Systempool, and NK ONE
wall hanger, by Noken.
In addition, in the larger
bathrooms we find the
pro-part edge by Butech
and SP ONE bathtubs, by
Systempool.
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> Showroom AUSTRALIA

Porcelanosa sets up in
Sydney’s fashionable district

P
ABOVE From left to
right, Frank Mantovan,
Australian market agent;
José Herrerías, Managing
Director of Gamadecor;
Peter Bader, Managing
Director, and Jeremy
Foxe, sales and marketing
manager.
ABOVE RIGHT José
Herrerías, Managing
Director of Gamadecor,
with a group of people
invited to the event
BELOW RIGHT Colin
Wright, shop manager,
talks to one of the interior
designers invited to the
event
BELOW A flamenco
group performs during the
opening
RIGHT A detail of two
Gamadecor kitchens
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orcelanosa’s new showroom was officially opened as part of
‘Saturday In Design’, one of Sydney’s most important design events
– in which the city’s creative community explores the most significant
companies in the sector. It was a VIP event attended by some of the most
influential architects, developers and designers of this big Australian city,
and during which they enjoyed a Spanish style evening.
The opening of these new premises, marking the launch of Gamadecor
on the Australian market, is the result of a collaboration between the
representatives of the firm in Spain and the new team in Sydney. “We are
very lucky to be present in Surry Hills, one of the most creative areas in
Sydney. Our design and our exhibition need to be combined to show our
meticulous attention to detail as these are viewed by the market’s most
demanding clients,” Colin Wright, Sydney’s Porcelanosa Showroom kitchen
designer and Managing Director, stated. /
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> ShowroomVAngolA

Porcelanosa Group’s new
showroom
in Luanda (Angola)
occupies 300m² in the
Elysée Tower, while
the 8,000m² warehouse
will be located in the
port area.

Showroom Angola_ING.indd 86

Top quality in
the world’s most
expensive city
In the Elysée Tower, in the city of Luanda,
the Porcelanosa Group has opened a
new showroom exhibiting its latest brand
products. With this 300-m² shop, this Spanish
firm intends to consolidate its presence on
the African continent where it began doing
business over 20 years ago and where it
currently has showrooms in Ivory Coast,
Congo and S outh Africa among
o t h e r c o u n t r i e s . Po r c e l a n o s a
Angola has thus become part of the
emerging market of one of the most
exclusive regions in the world, rated as
the most expensive by the consultancy
firm Mercer. In addition, Porcelanosa will
have an 8,000m² warehouse in the port.
The launch was attended by Manuel
Fernando Correia Víctor, National
Director of Construction Materials for
Angola’s Ministry of Urban Planning
and Building, the Group’s Sales Director
Héctor Colonques García-Planas,
Systempool’s Managing Director Ramiro
Llop, Angola’s Porcelanosa Managing
Director Miquel Aguilar, and Joaquín
Porcar, Sales Director for Angola, as
well as a director from each of the other
Porcelanosa Group’s firms. /
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> PORCELANOSA in the world
SPAIN
A CORUÑA
A CORUÑA - SUMINISTROS VIA-MAR
Avda. Finisterre, 11.
T: 981 279 431
BETANZOS - SUMINISTROS VIA-MAR
Avenida Fraga Iribarne, s/n.
T: 981 772 190
FERROL - NEIRA & ORTEGAL S.L.
Carretera Catabois, 258.
T: 981 326 532 - F: 981 324 951
ORTIGUEIRA - NEIRA & ORTEGAL S.L.
Carretera C-642 s/n, Cuiña.
T: 981 400 880 - F: 981 400 883
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA
-PORCELANOSA
General Pardiñas, 13-Bajo.
T: 981 569 230
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA - JOSÉ
OTERO
Rua Clara Campoamor, 13-15
(Montouto)- Teo
T: 981 509 270 - F: 981 819 334
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA PORCELANOSA
Pol. Comercial Costa Vella s/n.
T: 981 897 595 F:981 530 901
ÁLAVA
VITORIA-GASTEIZ - JORGE
FERNÁNDEZ
Los Herrán, 30.
T: 945 254 755 - F: 945 259 668
VITORIA-GASTEIZ - JORGE
FERNÁNDEZ
Polígono Jundiz. Paduleta, 53.
T: 945 244 250 - F: 945 229 321
ALBACETE
ALBACETE - PORCELANOSA
Avda. Gregorio Arcos, 32 (Polígono
Campollano)
T: 967 243 658 - F: 967 193 465
VILLAROBLEDO - OLIVARES
MATERIALES DE CONSTRUCCION
Avda. Reyes Católicos, 168.
T: 967 138 105 - F: 967 138 023
ALICANTE
ALICANTE - PORCELANOSA
Pol. Las Atalayas, Parcela VI.
Calle del Franco.
T: 965 109 561 - F: 965 106 965
ALTEA - MATERIALS CONSTRUCCIÓ
ROCA
Avda. de la Nucia,17.
T: 965 841 507
BENISSA - HIJOS DE JUAN RIBES
Avda. de la Estación, 2.
T: 965 730 419
CALPE - HIJOS JUAN RIBES
Avenida Ejércitos Españoles, Edificio
Apolo VII, Local 10.
T: 965 839 105
DENIA - LLACER INSTALACIONES Y
SERVICIOS
Pedreguer 10-12.
T: 965 781 635 - F: 965 789 821
ELCHE - PORCELANOSA
Avda. Alicante, 105
T: 966 610 676 - F: 966 610 700
JAVEA - AZULEJOS JAVEA
C/Liverpool, 4.
T: 965 791 036
LA NUCIA - ELDECO FLORENCIO
CABALLERO
Carretera Benidorm-La Nucia, km 9.
(Complejo Trópico).
T: 966 874 360
SAN JUAN - PORCELANOSA
Carretera Valencia, km 88. T: 965 656
200 - F: 965 655 644
TORREVIEJA - PORCELANOSA
Avda. Cortes Valencianas, 58 Esq.
Crucero Baleares.
T: 966 708 445 - F: 965 718 722
ALMERÍA
ALMERÍA - PORCELANOSA
Avenida Mediterráneo, 2º tramo.
T: 950 143 567 - F: 950 142 067
EL EJIDO - PORCELANOSA
Ctra. N-340, km. 411.
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T: 950 483 285 - F: 950 486 500
VICAR - PORCELANOSA
Centro Comercial Viapark, Parcela 1.
T: 950 325 575 - F: 950 338 651

T: 947 323 351 - F: 947 314 589
BURGOS -BIGMAT FONTECHA
Alcalde Martín Cobos, 15. Nave 5 y 6.
T: 947 483 902 - F: 947 483 941

ASTURIAS
OVIEDO- PORCELANOSA
Pol.Espíritu Santo C/ Dinamarca s/n.
T: 985 791 526- F: 985 985 963

CÁCERES
CÁCERES - PORCELANOSA
Avda. Juan Pablo II, 130.
T: 927 236 337 - F: 927 236 205
MORALEJA - BIGMAT CAYUELA
Avda. Extremadura, 26.
T: 927 515 198 - F: 927 147 266
PLASENCIA - ALICATADORES
ROMU S.A.
Avda. del Valle, 59.
T: 927 426 493 - F: 927 426 495

ÁVILA
ÁVILA - PAVIMARSA
Pol. industrial Vicolozano - Parcela 2.
T: 920 259 820 - F: 920 259 821
BADAJOZ
MÉRIDA - PORCELANOSA
Avenida Reina Sofía, 8.
T: 924 330 218 - F: 924 330 315
BADAJOZ - GALLERY CERAMIC
Carretera N-V Madrid-Lisboa, km 399.
T: 924 229 144 - F: 924 229 143
AZUAGA - CORVILLO VERA
Pol. Industrial Parcela 5.
T: 924 892 579- F: 924 890 688
LLERENA - CERAMIC
C/ Convento Santa Isabel, 2 Local
Comercial. T: 924 108 318
BARCELONA
L’HOSPITALET DE LLOBREGAT PORCELANOSA
Ciències, 65. Gran Vía l´Hospitalet.
T: 932 642 500 - F: 932 007 036
CALAF - PLANELL
Ctra. Manresa Km.31 .
T: 938 698 750 - F: 938 600 181
CANOVELLES - COMERCIAL
MAESTRO CANET
Pol. Can Castells, nau 7-8.
T: 938 466 568 - F: 938 409 216
MANRESA - PRAT MATERIALS I
MAQUINARIA
C/ Mossen Jacint Verdaguer, 26.
T: 938 741 903 - F: 938 741 903
NAVAS - PRAT MATERIALS I
MAQUINARIA
C/ De Mujar, 52.
T: 938 204 033 - F: 938 204 098
PINEDA DE MAR - AMARGANT
PINEDA
Santiago Rusiñol, 96.
T: 937 671 416 - F: 937 670 894
SABADELL - CASANOVA
Avda. Rafael Casanova 24
T: 937 481 015 - F: 937 274 834
ST. BOI DE LLOBREGAT - GARRO
Ctra. Sta. Creu de Calafell, km. 10,7.
T: 936 545 952 - F: 938 400 620
ST. FRUITOS DE BAGÉS - CASANOVA
Ctra. De Manresa a Berga Km. 1.
Naus 2-7.
T: 938 770 625- F: 938 776 530
ST. PERE DE RIBES - SUMCO
Ctra. De Barcelona C-246 Km, 42,4
T: 938 933 016 - F: 938 741 066
SANT POL - AMARGANT SANT POL
Passeig Parc,1.
T: 937 600 112 - F: 937 600 411
TARADELL - JODUL
Ctra. de Vic, Km 5,8.
T: 938 800 800 - F: 938 126 054
TERRASA - CASANOVA
Avda Can Jofresa, nau 4-5. Cant Ptge.
Marie Curie
T: 902 934 094 - F: 902 934 099
TORELLÓ - JOAN DOT
C/ Ter, 50.
T: 938 504 646 - F: 938 504 286
VILANOVA DEL CAMI - PLANELL
Ctra. Vilafranca 108-111.
T: 938 060 240 - F: 938 060 239
VILLAFRANCA - SUMCO
Pol. Ind. Domenys II. Avda. Tarragona 136.
T: 938 933 066 - F: 938 936 004
BURGOS
MEDINA DE POMAR - CERÁMICA DE
LAS MERINDADES
Avda. Bilbao, 11.
T: 947 192 081 - F: 947 192 082
MIRANDA DE EBRO - JORGE
FERNÁNDEZ
Camino Fuente Basilio, s/n.

CÁDIZ
EL PUERTO DE SANTA MARíA PORCELANOSA
Pol. El Palmar. Carretera Madrid-Cádiz,
km 653,2 .
T: 956 540 084 - F: 956 872 464
ALGECIRAS - PORCELANOSA
Ctra. de Málaga, km 109.
T: 956 635 282 - F: 956 635 285
JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA PORCELANOSA
Carretera N-IV. Parque Empresarial,
parcela D1.
T: 956 187 160 - F: 956 302 904
OLVERA - ALMECOR
C/ Llana, 47.
T: 956 120 776 - F: 956 120 776
SAN FERNANDO - PORCELANOSA
Polígono Tres Caminos, s/n.
T: 956 592 360 - F: 956 884 677
UBRIQUE - DOCURRI
C/ Fernando Quiñones, 1.
T: 956 461 838 - F: 956 460 384
VILLAMARTIN - AZULGRIF
C/ Rosario, 9.
T: 956 730 687 - F: 956 730 911
CANTABRIA
SANTANDER - PORCELANOSA
Avenida Parayas, s/n.
T: 942 352 510 - F: 942 352 638
TORRELAVEGA - PORCELANOSA
Boulevard Demetrio Herrero, 1.
T: 942 835 026 - F: 942 881 787
CASTELLÓN
CASTELLÓN DE LA PLANA PORCELANOSA
Asensi, 9.
T: 964 239 162 - F: 964 238 930
VILLARREAL - PORCELANOSA
Ctra.Vila-real - Puebla de Arenoso
(CV- 20) Km. 0,7
T: 964 506 800 - F: 964 525 418
VINAROZ - PORCELANOSA
Carretera N-340, km 1.050,1.
T: 964 400 944 - F: 964 400 650
CEUTA
CEUTA - BAEZA
Ampliación muelle de Poniente, 96.
T: 956 511 312 - F: 956 511 309

CIUDAD REAL
CIUDAD REAL - PORCELANOSA
Carretera de Carrión, Km.1.
T: 926 251 730 - F: 926 255 741
ALCAZAR DE SAN JUAN PORCELANOSA Corredera, 56.
T: 926 546 727 - F: 926 546 727
TOMELLOSO - PORCELANOSA
Avda. de los industriales, parcela 9.
T: 926 529 206 - F: 926 529 207

GRANADA
ARMILLA - TECMACER
Avenida San Rafael. (Junto Sprinter).
T: 958 253 081 - F: 958 183 367

CÓRDOBA
CÓRDOBA - PORCELANOSA
Ctra. Nacional IV Km.404. Pol. de
Torrecilla.
T: 957 760 024 - F: 957 760 123
CASTRO DEL RIO - JOSE SANCHEZ
CARRETERO
Ronda Vieja Salud, 68.
T: 957 372 775 - F: 957 372 775
LUCENA - FRAPECO DECO S.L.
Ejido Plaza de Toros.
T: 957 509 334
POZOBLANCO - ACAIÑAS CABRERA
Ctra. pozoblanco-Alcaracejos Km 3,3
T: 957 772 999- F: 957 131 170
VILLA DEL RIO - JUAN PRIETO E
HIJOS S.L.
Ctra. Bujalance, s/n
T: 957 177 693 - F: 957 177 335

HUELVA
HUELVA - PORCELANOSA
Ctra. Tráfico Pesado, s/n Pol. La Paz.
T: 959 543 600 - F: 959 234 652

CUENCA
CUENCA - PORCELANOSA
Hermanos Becerril, 6 bajo.
T: 969 233 200 - F: 969 234 475
CASAS DE HARO - MAT. CONST.
MARTINEZ ORTEGA
C/ Dos de Mayo, 28.
T: 969 380 708 - F: 969 380 708
TARANCÓN - VICENTE DE LOS
RIOS S.A.
Avda del Progreso, 19.
T: 969 321 323 - F: 969 321 334
VILLANUEVA DE LA JARA ALMACENES PAÑOS S.L.
Camino de Rubielos, 8.
T: 967 498 000 - F: 967 498 000
GIRONA
BLANES - BRECOR SL
Ctra.Tordera,79. Blanes.
T: 972 336 062 - F: 972 358 482
CORNELLA DEL TERRI - OLIVERAS
Ctra. De Girona a Banyoles Km. 12,8.
T: 972 594 131 - F: 972 594 552
ESCLANYÀ-BEGUR - MATERIALES
CREIXELL
C/Palafrugel Regencos P.I. Riera
Esclanya, 1.
T: 972 300 628 - F: 972 610 772
FIGUERES - OLIVERAS
Ctra. N-II Km. 759.
T: 972 672 259 - F: 972 672 255
LES PRESSES - OLIVERAS
Pol. Ind. Les Presses. Parcel.la 20.
T: 972 694 704 - F: 972 693 003
PALOL D’ONYAR-QUART - OLIVERAS
Ctra. Comarcal C-250 Km. 4,3.
T: 972 468 119 - F: 972 468 123

GUIPÚZCOA
SAN SEBASTIÁN - JORGE
FERNÁNDEZ
Polígono Belartza. Fernando Múgika, 15.
T: 943 376 966 - F: 943 376 841

HUESCA
FRAGA - BERGES CENTRO
COMERCIAL
Avda. Aragón, 70.
T: 974 471 439 - F: 974 471 439
HUESCA - PORCELANOSA
Pol. Sepes. C/ Ronda la Industria
1-3 nave C.
T: 974 242 738 - F: 974 242 676
ILLES BALEARS
PALMA DE MALLORCA PORCELANOSA
Gran Via Asima, 21 Pol. Son Castelló.
T: 971 430 667 - F: 971 297 094
INCA (MALLORCA)- PORCELANOSA
C/Pagesos s/n. Pol. Inca.
T: 971 507 650 - F: 971 507 656
LLUCMAJOR (MALLORCA) MAGATZEM SES FORQUES
C/ Doctor Fleming, 10.
T: 971 662 114 - F: 971 662 816
SOLLER- C´AN SOLER
c/ del Mar,193.
T: 971 630 219
MANACOR- GALMES
c/ Via Palma.
T: 971 554 502
CALA D´OR- MACODOR
Ctra. Calonge-Cala D´or.
T: 971 658 210
ANDRAITX - TUCASA
C/ Habana. T: 971 136 476
SANT ANTONI DE PORTMANY
(IBIZA)- PORCELANOSA
Pol. Monte Cristo, s/n. Ctra. Ibiza.
T: 971 317 292 - F: 971 317 293
JAÉN
JAÉN - PORCELANOSA
Polígono Olivares. Carretera BailénMotril, km 323.
T: 953 280 757 - F: 953 284 035
ALCALA LA REAL - PAVIMENTOS
AZUGRISA
Polígono Ind. Fte. Granada.Vial II.
T: 953 582 963
CAMPILLOS DE ARENAS - HNOS.
MESA QUESADA
Ctra. Casablanca, s/n.
T: 953 309 523
HUELMA - VIFERSAN S.L.
C/ Virgen de la Fuensanta, 61.

T: 953 391 413
LINARES - HERNÁNDEZ GÁMEZ S.L.
Ctra. Torreblascopedro, s/n.
T: 953 693 423 - F: 953 693 444
ÚBEDA - HERNANDEZ GAMEZ
Avenida de la libertad, 88.
T: 953 795 168 - F: 953 795 168
VILLACARRILLO MAT. CONST. Y SAN. HIJOS MARTIN
SÁNCHEZ
C/ José Rodero Mataran, 53.
T: 953 454 167
LA RIOJA
LOGROÑO - RIOJACER
Avenida de Burgos, 43-45.
T: 941 286 021 - F: 941 202 271
LAS PALMAS
LAS PALMAS DE GRAN CANARIA PORC. Y PAV. CANARIOS
Avenida Mesa y López, 63.
T: 928 472 949 - F: 928 472 944
LEÓN
SAN ANDRÉS DE RABANEDO PORCELANOSA
Ctra León-Astorga, km 3,5. - San
Andrés de Rabanedo
T: 987 801 570 - F: 987 801 475
LLEIDA
EL PONT DE SUERT - PRETENSADOS
RIBERA
Ctra. N-230 Km. 124,5.
T: 973 690 063 - F: 973 690 400
LA SEU D´URGEL - MATERIALS
PIRINEU
Ctra. de Lleida, 28.
T: 973 351 850 - F: 973 353 410
LLEIDA - PUJOL ELEMENTS
Ctra. Tarragona Km 40.
T: 973 202 350 - F: 973 203 113
GOLMES - ARCIAR
Avda Mediterranea, 40-44
Pol. Golparc
T: 973 601 589 - F: 973 711 448
VIELHA - COMERCIAL RIBERA
Ctra. França, 40 (Mig Aran).
T: 973 641 460 - F: 973 642 271
LUGO
FOZ - ALMACENES BAHíA
Maestro Lugilde, 6.
T: 982 140 957
LUGO - ARIAS NADELA
Tolda de Castilla, s/n.
T: 982 245 725
XOVE - ESTABLECIMIENTOS
REY,S.L.
Avda. Diputación, 88
T: 982 592 006 - F:982 592 071
MADRID
LEGANÉS - PORCELANOSA
Avda. Recomba, 13. Pol. la Laguna
Salida 53 - M50.
T: 914 819 200 - F: 916 930 292
ALCOBENDAS - PORCELANOSA
Parque Río Norte.
T: 916 623 232 - F: 916 624 607
ALCORCÓN - PORCELANOSA
Ctra. N-V, km 15,5. Parque Oeste de
Alcorcón.
T: 916 890 172 - F: 916 890 170
MADRID - PORCELANOSA
Ortega y Gasset, 62. Esquina Conde
Peñalver.
T: 914 448 460 - F: 914 025 111
MADRID - PORCELANOSA
Alcalá, 514.
T: 917 545 161 - F: 917 545 555
MÁLAGA
MÁLAGA - PORCELANOSA
Avda. Velázquez, 77.
T: 952 241 375 - F: 952 240 092
ANTEQUERA - PORCELANOSA
Río de la Villa, 3.
Pol. Industrial.
T: 952 701 819 - F: 952 843 751
MARBELLA - PORCELANOSA
Avda. Ricardo Soriano, 65.
T: 952 826 868 - F: 952 822 880

MURCIA
MURCIA - PORCELANOSA
Avda. Juan de Borbón, s/n. Parque
Comercial Thader.
T: 968 879 527 - F:968 831 725
CARAVACA DE LA CRUZ PORCELANOSA
Avenida Ctra. Granada, 20.
T: 968 705 647 - F: 968 705 648
CARTAGENA - PORCELANOSA
C/ Belgrado. Parcela 81. Pol. Ind.
Cabezo Beaza.
T: 968 529 302 - F: 968 528 362
LORCA - PORCELANOSA
Ctra. de Granada, 127.
Polígono Los Peñones.
T: 968 478 130 - F: 968 470 820
YECLA - PORCELANOSA
Avenida de la Paz, 195.
T: 968 718 048 - F: 968 718 048

SALAMANCA
SALAMANCA - PORCELANOSA
Pol. Villares. Ctra. Salamanca Valladolid, km 2,5.
T: 923 243 811 - F: 923 123 414

NAVARRA
MULTIVA BAJA - MONTEJO
CERÁMICAS
Pol. Ctra. Tajonar, Calle 2, Naves 2-4.
T: 948 239 065 - F: 948 230 503
CINTRUÉNIGO - CERÁMICAS CECILIO
CHIVITE
Pol. Ind. s/n. Variante N-113.
T: 948 811 973 - F: 948 815 249
PAMPLONA - MONTEJO
CERÁMICAS
Navas de Tolosa, s/n.
T: 948 224 000 - F: 948 226 424
TUDELA - MONTEJO CERÁMICAS
Ctra. Tudela -Tarazona, Pol. Centro de
Servicios de Tudela.
T: 948 848 365- F: 948 848 573

SEGOVIA
EL ESPINAR - SEGOCER
Carretera Madrid - La Coruña, km 64.
T: 921 172 426 - F: 921 171 828
SEGOVIA - SEGOCER
José Zorrilla, 134.
T: 921 444 122

OURENSE
OURENSE - BLANCO QUINTAS
C/ Nosa Señora da Sainza, 48.
T: 988 391 114 - F: 988 250 413
CARBALLIÑO JOSE R. PITEIRA,S.L.
Avda. Julio Rodriguez Soto,63.
T: 988 271 071 - F: 988 274 780
PALENCIA
PALENCIA - CANTALAPIEDRA
T: 979 706 421 - F: 979 702 652
PONTEVEDRA
DENA - PREFABRICADOS DENA S.L.
Rua Galicia, 24
T: 986 743 121
SEIXO, MARÍN - SANEAMIENTOS
ROSALES
Avenida Doctor Otero Ulloa, 1.
T: 986 702 041 - F: 986 702 080
O GROVE - PREFABRICADOS
DENA S.L.
C/Alexandre Boveda, 82
T: 986 733 230 - F: 986 733 415
LALÍN - ALMACENES CANDA, S.L.
Calle MonserraT, 36-39 - B.
T: 986 780 184 - F: 986 782 301
MOS- BLANCO QUINTAS, S.L.
Monte Faquiña s/n - B.
T: 986 288 041 - F: 986 486 316
VIGO - SANEAMIENTOS ROSALES
García Barbón, 139 - B.
T: 986 228 806

SANTA CRUZ DE
TENERIFE
SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE - PORC.
Y PAV. CANARIOS
Avda. 3 de Mayo, 18.
T: 922 209 595 - F: 922 209 596
LOS LLANOS DE ARIDANE AFELSA
Las Rosas, s/n.
T: 922 461 112 - F: 922 461 166
SANTA CRUZ DE LA PALMA AFELSA
Abenguareme, 3.
T: 922 412 143 - F: 922 420 012

SEVILLA
SEVILLA - PORCELANOSA
Pol. Ind.La Negrilla. C/ Tipografía,2.
(Autovía A-92 Málaga-Granada)
T: 954 260540 - F: 954 261 391
DOS HERMANAS - PORCELANOSA
Parque Cial., Zona 2. Doctor Fleming,
Sector 13, Parcela 3.
T: 955 661 368 - F: 955 661 368
LORA DEL RÍO - HERNÁNDEZ
CARBALLO S.L.
C/ Betis s/n.
T: 955 800 473 - F: 955 801 439
TOMARES - PORCELANOSA
San Roque, s/n. Polígono El Manchón.
T: 954 152 792 - F: 954 153 188
SORIA
SORIA - MAT. CONSTRUCCIÓN
ODORICIO S.L.
Polígono las Casas-II. Calles A y J,
Parcela 201.
T: 975 233 228 - F: 975 232 188
TARRAGONA
CAMBRILS - MONSERRATE ESTIL
CERAMIC SL
Pol. Ind. Belianes nau 5 Ctra.
Cambrils-Montbrió.
T: 977 364 900 - F: 977 364 953
EL VENDRELL - VIUDA DE ANTONIO
FONT
C/ Valls, 12.
T: 977 660 794 - F: 977 662 217
REUS - SEGURA DISSENY SL
Plz. Del Nen de les Oques, 8. Reus.
T: 977 312 502 - F: 977 317 211
RODA DE BARA CONSTRUCCIONS CIURO
Acceso a Roda de Bara Km. 1.
T: 977 802 951 - F: 977 802 012
VALLS - RAMÓN MAGRIÑA BATALLA
C/ Montblanc 14.
T: 977 600 210 - F: 977 603 302

TERUEL
TERUEL - GARGÓN
Polígono La Paz, Parcela 143-149.
T: 978 609 661
TOLEDO
TOLEDO - PORCELANOSA
Pol.Ind.Sta. María de
Benquerencia,
C/del Río Marchés,123
T: 925 232 402 F: 925 232 406
ILLESCAS - PORCELANOSA
Ctra. A-42 Km. 32
T: 925 532 011 F:925 513 055
VALENCIA
ALBUIXECH - PORCELANOSA
Avda. Mediterráneo, Parcela 6. Pol.
Ind. del Mediterráneo.
T: 96 141 7227-F: 961 401 078
GANDÍA - PORCELANOSA
Zona Cial. La Vital, Avda
de la Vital, 43-A
T: 962 954 105 - F: 962 965 980
PATERNA - PORCELANOSA
Zona Cial. Heron City,
Pista Ademuz, S. 6-7 - Calle V-1.
Parc.1 Sec.14.
T: 963 160 348 - F: 963 160 599
SEDAVÍ - PORCELANOSA
Avenida Mediterráneo. Zona Cial.
de Sedaví.
T: 963 185 021 - F: 963 180 094
VALENCIA - PORCELANOSA
Colón, 56.
T: 963 530 230 - F: 963 531 688
VALLADOLID
VALLADOLID - CANTALAPIEDRA
Carretera de Soria A-24, km 5.
T: 983 217 010 - F: 983 200 921
VALLADOLID - CANTALAPIEDRA
Don Sancho, 3/5.
T: 983 217 921 - F:983 308 292
VIZCAYA
AMOREBIETA - BILBU
Barrio Boroa, s/n.
T: 946 731 158 - F: 946 733 265
BILBAO - BILBU
Iturriaga, 78.
T: 944 113 018 - F: 944 128 637
BILBAO - BILBU
Alameda Recalde, 39 - 41.
T: 944 218 625 - F:944 218 879
ZAMORA
ZAMORA - PORCELANOSA
Avenida Cardenal
Cisneros, s/n.
T: 980 519 283 - F: 980 529 404
ZARAGOZA
ZARAGOZA - PORCELANOSA
Autovía de Logroño, km 2.
T: 976 403 131 - F: 976 300 094
ZARAGOZA - PORCELANOSA
Plataforma Logística PLA-ZA.
C/ Taormina, 2.
T: 876 269 500 - F: 876 269 389
ZARAGOZA - PORCELANOSA
Parque Cial. Puerto Venecia.
T: 976 930 800 - F: 976 930 603

INTERNATIONAL
ALBANIA Tirana
ANGOLA Luanda
ALGELIA Alger
ARGENTINA Buenos Aires/ Mar
del Plata/ Mendoza
ARMENIA Yerevan
AUSTRALIA Adelaida/ Brisbane/
Hobart/ Launceston/ Melbourne/
Newcastle West/ Perth/ Sydney/
Sunshine Coast/
AUSTRIA Graz/ Linz/ Salzburgo
AZERBAIJAN Baku
BANGLADESH Dhaka
BAHRAIN Manama
BELGIUM Heist-op-den-Berg
BERMUDA Pembroke
BOLIVIA Santa Cruz
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA
Banja Luka/ Citluk/Sarajevo
BRAZIL Parana-Campo Largo/
Sao Paulo
BULGARIA Blagoevgrad/
Burgas/ Petrich/ Plovdiv/ Sandanski/
Sofia/ Varna
BYELORUSSIA Gomel/Minsk
CAMBODIA Phnom Penh
CAMEROON Douala
CANADA Moncton/ Vancouver/
Woodbridge
CHILE Santiago de Chile
CHINA Beijing/ Chengdu/
Chongquing/ Dalian/ Fuzhou/
Guangzhou/ Haikou/ Hangzhou/Hong
Kong/ Kunming/ Quindao/ Shanghai/
Shenyang/Shenzhen/ Tianjin/
Wenzhou/ Wuhan/ Xian/ Xianmen
COLOMBIA Barranquilla/ Bogota/
Cali/ Medellin
CONGO REPUBLIC Kinshasa
COSTA RICA San José
CROATIA Dubrovnik/ Porec/ Pula/
Rijeka/ Split/ Varazdin/ Zagreb
CYPRUS Limassol
CZECH REPUBLIC Brno/
Prague
DENMARK Copenhagen/
Glostrup/ Odense/
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Santo Domingo
ECUADOR Guayaquil/ Quito
EGYPT Cairo
EL SALVADOR San Salvador
ESTONIA Tallinn
FINLAND Vantaa
FRANCE Ajaccio/ Arcueil/
Aubagne/ Beaucouzé/ Besançon/
Biguglia/ Brest/ Chambray les Tours/
Champagne au Mont d’Or/ Chasseneuil
du Poitou/ Chenôve/ Coignières/
Guerande/ La Chapelle Saint Aubin/
La Roche Sur Yon/ Les Pennes
Mirabeau (Plan de Campagne)/
Lezennes/ Lorient/ Merignac/
Mondeville/ Montigny/ Nîmes/ Olivet/
Orvault/ Pérols/Saint Grégoire/
Sotteville les Rouen/ Vannes/
Vendenheim/ Vert Saint Denis/
Wittenheim
FRENCH GUIANA Cayenne
GEORGIA Tbilisi
GERMANY Aschafflenburg/ Bad
Salzuflen/ Bautzen/Beeskow/Bergisch

Gladbach/ Berlin/ Boffzen/ Bottrop/
Bruchsal/ Burgstädt/ Crailsheim/
Dortmund/ Elterlein/ Erfurt/ Erkrath/
Frankfurt/ Freiburg/ Fulda/ Gera/
Görlitz/ Hamburgo/ Karlstadt/ Kehl/
Koblenz/ Kranichfeld/ Löbnitz/
Lübeck/ Mainz/ Meschede/ Munich/
Münster/ Nordhausen/ Nuremberg/
Plauen/ Potsdam ot Fahrland/
Radebeul/ Reutlingen/ Ronnenberg/
Schramberg/ Schwabach/ StuhrMoorderch/ Stuttgart/ Völklingen/
Vs-Schwenningen/ Weinsberg/
Wiesbaden-Biebrich/ Zwethau
GREECE Ática/ Athens/
Larissa/ Lefkada/ Loannina/ Serres/
Tessalonica
GUADALOUPE (WEST
INDIES) Baie Mahault/ Saint
Barthelemy
GUATEMALA Guatemala
HAITI Puerto Príncipe/ Petion Ville
HUNGARY Békéscsaba/
Budapest/ Debrecen/ Eger/ Gyöngyös/
Kecskemét/ Miskolc
ICELAND Reykjavik
INDIA New Delhi
INDONESIA Bandung/Jakarta/
Semarang/Surabaya
IRAN Teheran
IRELAND Cork/ Dublin/ Waterford
ISRAEL Bney Brak/ Haifa/
Jerusalem/ Modiin/ Raanana/ Rishon
le Zion/
ITALY Andria/ Corsico/ Rome/
Sassuolo
JERSEY ISLAND St. Saviour
JORDAN Amman
KAZAKHSTAN Almaty/
Stroymart
KOSOVO Pristina
KUWAIT Safat
LATVIA Riga
LEBANON Beirut
LIBYA Benghazi/ Tripoli
LITTHUANIA Alytus
MACEDONIA Skopje
MALAYSIA Kuala Lumpur
MALTA Birkirkara
MARTINIQUE (FRENCH
ANTILLAS) Le Lamentin
MEXICO Interlomas/ Tlalnepantla
MOLDAVIA Chisinau
MONTENEGRO Bar
MOROCCO Casablanca/
Marrakech/ Rabat/ Tangier
NEPAL Katmandu
NEDERLANDS Venlo
NEW ZELAND Auckland
NICARAGUA Managua
NIGERIA Lagos
NORWAY Oslo
PAKISTAN Karachi
PANAMA Panama City
PERU Lima
PHILIPPINES Makati/ Manila
POLAND Bialystok/ Bielsko Biala/
Bydgoszcz/ Czestochowa/ Gliwice/
Gorzów/ Jelenia Góra/ Katowice/
Kielce/ Kolobrzeg/ Konin/ Krakow/
Leszno/ Lodz/ Lublin/Opole/ Ostrów/
Poznan/ Radom/ Rzeszów/ Sopot/
Szczecin/ Slupsk/Warszawa/ Wroclaw

PORTUGAL
Lisbon/ Porto/ Viseu
PRINCIPALITY OF
ANDORRA
Andorra la Vella
PUERTO RICO San Juan/
Guaynabo
QATAR
REUNION ISLAND
(FRANCE) Saint Denis/ Saint
Pierre
RUMANIA Bacau/ Brasov/
Bucharest/ Constanta/ Craiova/ Iasi/
Oradea/ Pitesti/ Ploiesti
RUSSIA Bryansk/
Ekaterinburgo/ Irkutsk/ Kazan/
Krasnodar/ Krasnoyarsk/
Makhachkala/ Moscow/
Novosibirsk/ Petersburg/ Pyatigorsk/
Rostov-na-Donu/ Samara/ Sochi/
Stavropol/ Surgut/ Tyumen/
SAUDI ARABIA Jeddah/ Riyadh
SENEGAL Dakar
SERBIA Belgrade/ Novi Sad
SINGAPORE Singapore
SLOVENIA Ljubljana/ Maribor
SRI LANCA Colombo
SYRIA
SOUTH AFRICA Cape Town/
Durban/ Johannesburg
SOUTH KOREA Seoul
SUDAN Khartoum
SWEDEN Boras/ Bromma/
Göteborg/Hassleholm/
Katrineholm/ Malmö/ Molndal/
Nyköping/ Uddevalla
SWITZERLAND Basel/ Bern/
Crissier/ Geneva/ Lanquart/ Losone/
Lucerne/ Pura/ Schlieren
TAIWAN Kaohsiung/ Tainan/
Taichung/ Taipei/
THAILAND Bangkok/ Pattaya/
Huahin
TUNISIA Tunis/ Tunis Cedex
TURKEY Istambul
UKRAINE Donetsk/ Kharkiv/ Kiev/
Lviv/ Odessa
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Abu-Dhabi
UNITED KINGDOM
Birmingham/ Bristol/ Cardiff/ Croydon/
Doncaster/ Edimburgh/ Exeter/
Fulham/ Glasgow / Kenley/ Leeds/
London/ Manchester/ Newcastle/
Norwich/ Nottingham/ Peterborough/
Reading/ Sheffield/ Solihull/
Southampton/ Warrington/ Watford
URUGUAY Montevideo/ Punta
del Este
USA Anaheim/ Atlanta/ Beverly
Hills/ Boston/ Chicago/ East
Brunswick/ Dallas/ Miami/
Paramus/ Pompano Beach/
Ramsey/ Riverside/ Rockville/ San
Francisco/ San José/ Westbury
PORCELANOSA NYC
New York Design Center
200 Lexington Ave, suite 609
New York, NY 10016
Tel. 212 252 7370
VENEZUELA Caracas
VIETNAM Hanoi/ Ho Chi Minh City
YEMEN
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Photos: Esteban Cobo / ‘Botín’ Foundation.

> WE’LL BE TALKING ABOUT… Renzo Piano

The ‘Botín’ Art Centre
will consist of two interconnected buildings: the
East Wing will house
multicultural activities
and an auditorium, while
the West Wing will be
devoted to galleries and
complementary areas,
distributed over two
levels. The buildings will
be suspended 4.5 metres
above the ground and each
will be supported by four
steel columns.

R

enowned Italian architect Renzo Piano, winner of the Pritzker Prize
for Architecture, takes on his first project in Spain. The designer
of Osaka’s Kansai Airport Terminal (Japan) will be the creator of
the new ‘Botín’ Art Centre in the city of Santander, scheduled to open
in the summer of 2014. The building, with a total area of 6,000 square
metres and located by the sea, will be chiefly of glass in order to take
advantage of the water’s reflections and movement to create a play of
light and shadows.
A key factor when designing the new building was its integration both
with the urban landscape of Santander and with its bay. In this way, the
suspension of the building achieves a feeling of lightness by allowing a
better view of the sea.
The project, which was presented last September is set to become an
internationally known art centre as well as attracting quality tourism. With
this aim in mind, the Botín Foundation has pledged €7 million annually to
guarantee world-class artistic programmes. /
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